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B. Profile of the Affiliated /Constituent College  

 

1. Name and address of the college:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2.  For communication:  
 

Designation  Name 

 

 Telephone 

with STD code  

Mobile  Fax Email  

Principal Mahesh 

Mardolkar 

O: 

08312463933 

 

953827334

4 

0831 

246961

1 

principal@bharate

shbca.com 

Vice 

Principal 

Pallavi 

Gundkal 

O: 

08312463933 

 

974141668

7 

0831 

246961

1 

pallavigunjale@ah

oo.co.in 

Steering 

Committee 

Co-

ordinator 

Pallavi 

Gundkal 

O: 

08312463933 

 

974141668

7 

0831 

246961

1 

pallavigunjale@ah

oo.co.in 

 

3. Status of the of Institution :  

Affiliated College Yes 

Constituent College  

Any other (specify)  

 

4.Type of Institution   

i. For Men               

ii.For Women  

iii.Co-education Yes 

        b. By shift                                        

              i. Regular  

              ii.Day                                   Yes 

             iii.Evening                                             

 

5. Is it a recognized minority institution?   

          Yes Yes 

          No  

If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other) and provide 

documentary   evidence 
 

 

 

 

6. Source of funding:  

Name: Bharatesh College of Computer Applications 

 

Address: B.C. 188 Fort P.B. Road, Belgaum 

 

City: Belgaum  Pin: 590016   State: Karnataka 

 

Website: www.bharateshbca.com 
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     Government  

     Grant-in-aid    

    Self-financing  Yes 

   Any other  

 

7.a. Date of establishment of the college: 06/06/2000 (dd/mm/yyyy)  

b. University to which the college is affiliated /or which governs the college (If it is a 

constituent college) 

RCU 

 

c. Details of UGC recognition:  No 

Under Section Date, Month & Year  

(dd-mm-yyyy) 

Remarks 

(If any) 

i.  2 (f)    

ii. 12 (B)   

   

(Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act) 

 

d. Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other than UGC     (AICTE, 

NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI, RCI etc.) –No 

Under Section/clause Recognition/Approval 

details 

Institution/Department/ 

Programme  

Day, Month 

and Year  

(dd-mm-

yyyy) 

Validity Remarks  

i.  Govt of Karnataka 13/07/2000   

ii.  KUD 28/07/2000   

iii.      

iv.      

(Enclose the recognition/approval letter) 

 

Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as 

recognized by the UGC), on its affiliated colleges? 

 

Yes                                                      No  No 

If yes, has the College applied for availing the autonomous status?  

Yes                                                      No   

  

7. Is the college recognized    

a. by UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE)?      

      Yes                                                      No No 

If yes, date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)  

  

a. for its performance by any other governmental agency?  

Yes                                                      No No 

If yes, Name of the agency …………………… and   

Date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)  
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8. Location of the campus and area in sq.mts:   

Location *  Urban 

Campus area in sq. mts. 81021.0 

Built  up area in sq. mts. 43569.0 

(* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify)  

 
 

9. Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and provide 

numbers or other details at appropriate places) or in case the institute has an 

agreement with other agencies in using any of the listed facilities provide 

information on the facilities covered under the agreement.   

 Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities- Yes 

 Sports facilities 

 play ground - Yes   

 swimming pool -No 

 gymnasium - No 

 Hostel  

 Boys’ hostel – No 

i. Number of hostels 

ii. Number of inmates 

iii. Facilities (mention available facilities)  

 Girls’ hostel -Yes 

i. Number of hostels- 01 

ii. Number of inmates - 15 

iii. Facilities (mention available facilities)  

 Working women’s hostel- No 

i. Number of inmates 

ii. Facilities (mention available facilities)  

 Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give numbers available 

-- cadre wise) -No 

 Cafeteria – Yes 

 Health centre – Yes 

First aid, Inpatient, Outpatient, Emergency care facility, Ambulance…….  

Health centre staff –  

Qualified doctor       Full time         

 

Qualified Nurse        Full time         

 

 Facilities like banking -No 

 Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff -Yes 
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 Animal house -No 

 Biological waste disposal - No 

 Generator or other facility for management/regulation of electricity and 

voltage - Yes 

 Solid waste management facility -Yes 

 Waste water management - No 

 Water harvesting- No 

 

10. Details of programmes offered by the college  (Give data for current  academic  

year) 

Sl. 

No.  

Programme 

Level  

Name of 

the 

Programm

e/ Course  

Duratio

n  

Entry 

Qualificatio

n  

Medium 

of 

instructio

n 

Sanction

ed/appro

ved 

Student 

strength 

No. of 

students 

admitte

d  

 
Under-

Graduate 

BCA 3 Years PUC/Diplo

ma/JOC 

English 120 74 

 

11. Does the college offer self-financed Programmes?   
  Yes  

        If yes, how many?   --One  

 

12. New programmes introduced in the college during the last five years if any? 

Yes √ No  Number 15 

 

13. List the departments: (respond if applicable only and do not list facilities like 

Library, Physical Education as departments, unless they are also offering academic 

degree awarding programmes. Similarly, do not list the departments offering common 

compulsory subjects for all the programmes like English, regional languages etc.)  

 

Particulars UG  PG Research 

Science      

Arts       

Commerce                                                 

Any Other not covered  above  

  

BCA   

 

 

14. Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like BA, 

BSc,MA,M.Com…) - 

a. annual system  
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b. semester system 

c. trimester system 

15. Number of Programmes with - No 

a. Choice Based Credit System 

b. Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach                                        One 

c. Any other ( specify and provide details) 

 

16. Does the college offer UG and/or PG programmes in Teacher Education? 

 

No  
 

      If yes,  

Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher Education  

Programme separately?  

 

No  

     

17. Does the college offer UG or PG programme in Physical Education? 

   

No  
 

     If yes,  

 

 

a. Year of Introduction of the programme(s)………………. (dd/mm/yyyy)  

and number of batches that completed the programme  
     

 

b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable)   

Notification No.: …………………………………… 

Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) 

Validity:…………………… 
 

 

c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Physical Education 

Programme separately?  

  No  

 

 

18. Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution  

19.  
Positions 

  

Teaching faculty  

Non-teaching 

staff 

 

Technical staff 

 
Professor 

 

Associate 

Professor  

Assistant 

Professor  

 *M      *F *M      *F *M      *F *M      *F *M      *F 

Sanctioned by the  UGC / 

University / State 

Government  

Recruited 

01 01   03 01   01  

                Yet to recruit           
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Positions 

  

Teaching faculty  

Non-teaching 

staff 

 

Technical staff 

 
Sanctioned by the 

Management/society or 

other authorized bodies  

Recruited                 

01 01   03 01   01  

Yet to recruit           
*M-Male  *F-Female 

 

20. Qualifications of the teaching staff: 

 

Highest 

qualification 

Professor Associate 

Professor 

Assistant 

Professor 

Total 

Male  Female Male  Female Male  Female  

Permanent teachers 

D.Sc./D.Litt.          

Ph.D.          

M.Phil.          

PG   03 02     05 

Temporary teachers 

Ph.D.         

M.Phil.          

PG   03 02     05 

Part-time teachers 

Ph.D.          

M.Phil.          

PG          

 

21. Number of Visiting Faculty /Guest Faculty engaged with the College.  

 

23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the college during the last four 

academic years.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Categories Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 

Male  Female Male  Female Male  Female Male  Female 

SC 05 02 2 2 2 2 04 - 

ST - - - - 1  01 - 

OBC  35 27 01 - 1 1 02 - 

General  64 45 84 61 107 70 102 77 

Others         

 

24. Details on students enrollment in the college during the current academic year:  

05 
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Type of students  UG PG M. Phil.  Ph.D.  Total  

Students from the same state where the 

college is located  

163     

Students from other states of India  15     

NRI students  -     

Foreign students  -     

Total 178     

 

 

25. Dropout rate in UG and PG (average of the last two batches)  

                                                                                                   

             UG                                                       

26. Unit Cost of Education  

(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number 

of          students enrolled )  

           (a)  including the salary component  

                   (b) excluding the salary component   

 

27. Does the college offer any programme/s in distance education mode (DEP)?  

    

        No  

       

28. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programme/course offered - <1:30 

 

29. Is the college  applying for  

Accreditation :       Cycle 1    

         

Re-Assessment:    

 (Cycle 1refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2, Cycle 3 and Cycle 4 refers to                  

re-accreditation) 

 

30. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and re-assessment 

only)  

Cycle 1: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)  Accreditation Outcome/Result……..  

Cycle 2: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)  Accreditation Outcome/Result…….. 

Cycle 3: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)  Accreditation Outcome/Result…….. 

* Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s) as an 

annexure.       

 

31. Number of working days during the last academic year. 240 

               

32. Number of teaching days during the last academic year - 180 

2% 

Rs.16232.05 

Rs.23007.87 
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   (Teaching days means days on which lectures were engaged excluding the 

examination days) 

 

 

33. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)  

     

 IQAC  28/01/2012 (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 

34. Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR) to 

NAAC.  

   

35. Any other relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to include. (Do 

not include explanatory/descriptive  information)  

 The college started in year 2000 with BCA course with an intake of 40 seat 

  In 2000, the college received recognition from KUD for BCA course. 

  In 2008, the govt. Of India on the recommendation, increased intake capacity 

for BCA course to 120 seats. 

  In 2008, the college started super specialty course. 

  In 2010, the college started certification course for hardware and networking 
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Executive Summary of 

 Bharatesh College of Computer Applications, Belgaum  

 

 Established in 2000 and currently on the way to obtaining academic excellence 

as well as modernization in system. Bharatesh College of Computer Applications is 

about 2 kms from central bus stand and instituted in a unique location at fort, the heart 

of Belgaum city. The college has wide range of facilities and experience and highly 

qualified faculties. Approx 200 students are studying in the college. About 5 full-time 

lecturers and 5 part-time lecturers,1 Lab Instructor and 5 non-teaching staff are at work. 

The college is controlled by the executive board formed from the representatives of the 

society under constitution and by-laws of the college. 

 

Bharatesh College of Computer Applications was originated by the combined efforts 

of peoples of minority community with a very common mission of providing higher 

education to the students of this area, however, now Bharatesh College of Computer 

Applications has excelled itself in many fields. It has occupied a prominent place in the 

education sphere of Belgaum, Karnataka. Regardless of big number of students, 

scientific building with comfortable class rooms and considerable physical facilities, a 

spacious library, modern computer labs, e-mail & internet access, a canteen, pure 

drinking water facility, a pleasant herbal garden all speak well of the college. 

On one hand the college is making tremendous efforts to be ranked top in every field 

and on the other hand it is moving forward to develop extensive links with universities, 

social institutions, and business firms throughout the world. At present, the college is 

trying its best to evaluate itself with global point of view because there has been high 

pressure as to how to catch with complex situations going on around the globe so fast. 

It is the dream of dedicated board of governs, Dynamic chairperson Mr. Pushpadant P 

Doddanavar and the visionary principal Mr. Mahesh Mardolkar to create a versatile 

team consisting of vice principal, program in charges who always responsive to 

progress and who are ever ready to make any kind of contribution. The result is the 

innovative development in the college. 

 

 

 

Vision: 
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To carve out a personality capable of authenticating and mentoring, it also focuses 

on developing & teaching the skills of technical competency hence turning the 

student to be a professional. 

 

 Mission: 

 To provide essential academic infrastructure, include discipline and 

essential skills to face global competition. 

 

Bharatesh College of Computer Applications is a prominent education center with 

multi facilities. It has ambitious plan to prepare competent students and be a world class 

education center. Its ultimate aim is to be an institution with potential of excellence. 

As for the SSR (Self Study Report) of BCCA is indicative of actual status of Bharatesh 

College of Computer Applications by different point of view. In regards to the eight 

bench marks, we feel that policy and procedures, curricular aspects, teaching & learning 

evaluation, students support and guidance, maintenance of infrastructure and learning 

resource were major agendas. 

Bharatesh College of Computer Applications is responsive to community needs in 

today’s fast changing scenario. Primarily, the college aims at maintaining close 

relationship with the community. We feel that public participation is must in each of 

college activities. We realize that the stakeholders (community people, parents, and 

students) should feel the college is their property because they are the consumers. If this 

philosophy is maintained, permanent sustainability will be possible. At the same time, 

we adore the innovate guidelines of the scholars and master minds. 

With this philosophy, Bharatesh College of Computer Applications has been moving 

forward. It is worth mentioning that our college manual, college bulletin, and many 

other documents reveal how Bharatesh College of Computer Applications is 

planning to go up and up.  
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Criterion-wise Evaluative Report 
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Criterion I: Curricular Aspects 
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CRITERION I: CURRICULAR ASPECTS 

1.1 Curriculum Planning and Implementation  

1.1.1 State the vision, mission and objective of the institution, and describe now 

these are communicated to the students, staff and other stakeholders. 

VISION: 

To carve out a personality capable of authenticating and mentoring. It also focuses on 

developing and teaching the skills of technical competency. Hence turning the students 

to be a professional. 

 

MISSION: 

To provide essential academic infrastructure, induce discipline and essential skills to 

face global competition 

 

1.1.2 How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective 

implementation of the curriculum? Give details of the process and substantiate 

through specific example(s). 

The calendar of events incorporate varied events like schedule of classes, internal 

exams, enrichment courses, co curricular activities, alumni meet, parents meet, student 

projects,  feed backs collection, cultural events, seminar , symposium etc and such other 

activities filed visits. The entire event is planned, implemented, monitored by Chairman 

Academic. 

Associate Chairman Academic plans, implements and monitors the effective conduct of 

the teaching learning processes. Few  documents generated from such meetings are: The 

teaching learning resource required /to be updated for the ensuring year are assessed 

and appropriate actions are initiated, such as – adding of books and journals,  increasing 

the browsing  centre, effective and efficient utilization of learning resources, space 

optimization, maintenance of lecture halls and laboratories etc. 

The time table committee draws the calendar of events complying with academic 

calendar prescribed by the affiliating university. They prepare institutional time table, 

class time table, teacher and topic time table are prepared. The varied time table are 

rigidly followed by all the concerned.  
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The identified senior faculty members of this Institute meet twice in a year along with 

Chairman- Academic and Review the existing curriculum in practice. As stated by the 

University and identifying the gap areas in turn they suggest the changes required to the 

respective BOS of the University for further discussion and changes. 

Academic calendar of the University complied. 

Program wise Calendar of events for the year of the college is prepared in compliance 

with university calendar. 

Calendar of event for the year is prepared. 

College time table is prepared by time table committee. 

Department time table for the year is prepared. 

Teacher and topic time table for the year is maintained. 

Lesson plans are prepared by every teacher. 

Books and Journals are added. Equipments are updated periodically as per 

recommendations of respective program coordinators. 

Infrastructure needed is reassessed and actions initiated accordingly. 

Monthly performance review is conducted by all members of the departments, 

preventive and corrective measures are initiated for continuous improvement and 

monthly review is made by principal.  

1.1.3. What type of support (procedural and practical) do the teachers receive 

(from the University and/or institution) for effectively translating the curriculum 

and improving teaching practices? 

The university through its academic calendar provides effective schedule for 

implementing and completing the curriculum efficiently in time bound fashion that is 

satisfying to learner. The institution provides state of the infrastructure, library, ICT 

facilities and good working ambience. The faculties are trained in effective and efficient 

use ICT facilities and they appropriately use such facilities for enriching the process of 

teaching and learning. 
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1.1.4 Specify the initiative taken up or contribution made by the institution for 

effective curriculum delivery and transaction on the curriculum provided by the 

affiliating University or other statutory agency. 

Steps are initiated to impart required information and knowledge with a comprehensive 

approach with the aids of ICT. This enable more knowledge is lesser time and leaves a 

lasting impart to the learners. Training is given in a conventional mode supplemented 

by e-learning modules and online examination and evaluation process in order to ensure 

effective implementation of the university stipulated curriculum. 

The College is innovative, creative and entrepreneurial in its approach; ensure skill 

development amongst the students. The college puts all its energy resources to make 

students achieve core competencies of the profession, and to face the global academic 

needs successfully.  

The college trains the students professionally to inculcate values commensurate with 

social, cultural, and environmental realities, at the local, national levels. The mission 

statement displays linkages with institutions of similar interest for cooperation and 

mutual understanding. 

The college is creative in its approach. Its provides and enriches the learning experience 

for the students through state of the art learning. The campus community is adequately 

prepared to make use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Conscious 

effort is also made to invest in computer and ICT accessories and training for stake 

holders. The college has inducted the latest advances in specially education at par. The 

College is adequately deployed electronic data management practices. It has 

institutional websites to provide ready and relevant information to stakeholders. 

Effective use of ICT in training, literacy to the campus community.ICT for resource 

sharing, networking and ICT- enabled administrative processes are practiced. The 

college has designed-numbers of certificate courses that develop creative skills among 

learners which is turn are utilized for community development. Community integration 

of curriculum is effectively practiced in most of the subjects . 

 1.1.5 How does the institution network and interact with beneficiaries such as 

industry, research bodies the university ineffective operation of the curriculum? 
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By identifying pool of resource persons and taking their inputs by them along with in- 

house faculty, departments or respective coordinators, take the steps required in a 

collaborative manner to fill up the gaps by conducting workshops/ 

symposiums/practical sessions/interaction with experts to benefit both the teacher and 

the taught. 

The respective Program co-coordinators will take up the liaison job to connect 

themselves with industry and a few research bodies and also with the University in 

order to bridge the gap between the institution and outward demand 

(Industry/Research). 

The  institution has a mechanism to interest with beneficiaries such as industry Student,  

teacher, academic peers, alumni, parents and community through feedback for 

analyzing institutional performance is arrive at students satisfaction, Individual, 

departmental , institutional performance is  assessed to arrive at all stake holders’ 

satisfaction for continuous improvement. The college collects feedback from students 

on academic and analyses, the outcomes are used to modify and meet the future 

educational needs. 

The initiatives of the college for operationalisation of the curriculum process involves 

curriculum need assessment through feedback from the stake-holders’ viz. students, 

academic peer, alumni, parents and community. Different stakeholders give feedbacks 

on courses, programs, competencies gained, teaching and evaluation through set of 

formats designed by the college. The feedback is analyzed, areas for redesigns are 

indentified, are placed before the curriculum committee of the college, and necessary 

enrichment courses are designed. The deficiencies are communication to the board of 

studies and appropriate authorities of the affiliating university for redesign. 

1.1.6 What are the contributions of the institution and/or its staff members to the 

development of the development of the curriculum by the University? (Number of 

staff members/departments represented on the Board of Studies, student’s 

feedback, teacher feedback, stakeholders’ feedback provided, specific suggestions 

etc.) 

The faculty of the institution collects student’s feedback on courses and programs. They 

also collect student feedback on teacher’s performance. These feedbacks are analyzed 
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areas for improvement identified and actions initiated. The curriculum deficiency 

identified through program and course feedback and necessary value added courses are 

designed and implemented. 

1.1.7 Does the institution develop curriculum for any of the courses offered (other 

than those under the purview of the affiliating university) by it? If ‘yes’, give 

details on the process (‘Needs Assessment’, Design development and planning) and 

the courses for which the curriculum has been developed. 

Enrichment courses list 

1. Grammar Classes in English language 

2. Android OS 

3. Phython Scripting Language 

4. PL/SQL 

5. Java Servlets 

6. Perl Scripting Language 

7. Web Technologies 

8. Wipro 

9. IL & FS 

10. SAP 

11. How to crack PGCET 

12. Cause of Ethical Hacking 

C. Curriculum Process 

List of Certificate Courses  

1) Certificate for ASP.NET  

2) Certificate for VB.NET 

3) Certificate for Hardware and Networking 

4) Certificate for C# and J2EE 

5) Photoshop course 

6) Web Designing 

 

1.1.8 How does institution analyze/ ensure that the stated objectives of curriculum 

are achieved in the courses of implementation? 
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The college collects course feedbacks of all subjects from learner and also the program 

feedback are collected, analyzed and areas for improvement indentified and action 

initiated for improvement. 

Curriculum cycle –  

BCA - between 2000-2012. 

1.2   Academic Flexibility  

The institution offers a number of program options leading to certificate courses at UG 

levels. 

In the UG program, the core combinations and subjects of various courses offered by 

the college are as per Rani Channamma University Regulations: 

Bachelor of Computer Applications (B.C.A): Computer, software, hardware and 

management related subjects and as per Rani Channamma University Regulations. 

a) Flexible time for completion 

Rani Channamma University has Provided for the carry- over system common to all 

its affiliated colleges based on  which a students can pursue  a program with a 

certain time frame, which is as on now ( 2010-11), a maximum of 6 years. All 

Colleges follow the norm as per university.  

1.2.1 Specifying the goals and objectives give details of the certificate/ diploma/ 

skill development courses etc., offered by the institution.  

The   academic programs are in line with the institution’s goals and objectives. The 

curriculum design is aligned with the institutional goals and objectives. The functioning 

at the college ensures approaching towards realizing its vision statement. As the mission 

of the institution is ‘moulding character’, the academic  programs have language 

subjects as well as literature subjects which basically gives enormous ground to 

teachers to instill moral and ethical values among students, thus empowering them with 

able character. The college believes that only a citizen with proper character can be 

effective in society. 
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Curriculum development:  Apart from University stipulated curriculum, the college 

invites proposals from the Heads of different departments for add on courses leading to 

certificate or sometimes in association with other organizations.  

Different Add on courses offered in different courses cater to curriculum development. 

About 07 Certificate / Value Added courses were offered. 

Societal Needs: - Local and societal needs are very much taken into account when the 

subjects and courses are added to the institution. Eg: - This is an IT era so we have BCA 

as trendy course.  

Changing Trends:-  The Prevalent market demand leads to abundant job potential in 

the areas of technologies and creative professions. The course is also meant for 

grooming young entrepreneurs, also for self- empowerment for which opportunity 

provided for the students of the college. 

The College, as on affiliated college under Ranichannma University, is expected to 

follow a common curriculum prepared for all the colleges under the University.  

Catering to the marginalized:- The institution encourages, informs and supports 

regular merit scholarships, scholarships SC/ST / Minorities. The College gives attention 

to the underprivileged, needy, poor and deprived sections of society by waiving off the 

fee in proportionate manner, in spite of being a self – financed institution. 

Ecology and Environment:-  A compulsory paper- Environmental Studies is to be 

studied by every  student joining BCA degree course. For instance, it is in 2nd sem . for 

BCA course. These apart, Value orientation is very much embedded in the vision 

statement of the institution and also in practice. Thus, the curricula adopted have 

relevance to the regional and notional developmental needs. These activities embedded 

in the curriculum of the institution also have aspects on value- based education. All of 

such students’ outputs, through their careers, also contribute their mite to the national 

development. 

Higher Education and Employment: - The Degrees of Universities from India add up 

to 15 years of Education, falling short of one year for pursuing a Masters in most 

foreign Universities.  
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Employability is a major consideration in the design and development of the 

curriculum. Consultations are done with industry/ employment sector in the curriculum 

adaptation process. A fully functional cell for career guidance caters to the requirements 

in the field of employment. Many industries and corporate are contacted by cell before 

the start of the academic year. Our curriculum approach, syllabi and backgrounder of 

the college is sent for their examination. On response, they are invited for campus 

recruitments. A host of students, even before securing degree from the College, get 

employed through our Campus Recruitment programs. 

ICT empowerment: The college has updated technical infrastructure with very well 

enabled ICT, used by both teachers and students. The internet facility is used optimally 

for academic programs. ICT is used well in the talking –learning process so as to enable 

the students to gain practical skills to apply knowledge. This provides first- hand 

experience of ICT to students. 

The College organizes co-curricular activities such as seminars interfaces ,interactions, 

debates and discussions for the students. Introduction of career- focused subjects in 

view of societal requirements and global trends has helped the students to equip 

themselves to face the future challenges, in turn catering to global and national 

demands. Thus the curriculum design is suitable for meeting the overall development of 

the students. 

A compulsory paper of Indian Constitution is introduced by Rani Channamma 

University in every degree course curriculum. It is in 1st Sem of BCA. This apart , 

students are the initiators of the design and implementation of co- curricular programs, 

thereby gaining leadership qualities., community involvement and team spirit, They 

work by ignoring the barriers on lines of caste, creed, religion or region, thus fostering 

the unity and integrity of the nation. 

The Lesson Planning in terms of hours, week and months for the entire semester is done 

with faculty members conducting meetings and involving themselves in a creative 

process of imparting the curriculum. This initiative by the faculties in the curriculum 

development process helps achieve effective academic year. As a whole, the curriculum 

design is well aligned with institutional goals and objectives. 

 Sl.No Courses Curricular Admission Fees Qualifications Salary 
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Offered Design Process Charged 

per year 

of the  

Teachers 

Particulars 

1 BCA As per RCU 
College 

aptitude test 
32000 

Min 

Masters 

As per 

College 

Norms 

 

1.2.2  Does the institution offer programs that facilitate twinning/dual degree?  If 

‘yes’, given details. 

NO   

1.2.3  Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to 

academic flexibility and how it has been helpful to students in terms of skills 

development, academic mobility, progression  to higher studies and improved 

potential for employability. 

 Courses offered in  modular form 

 Credit transfer and accumulation facility 

 Lateral and vertical mobility within and across programs and courses 

 Enrichment courses 

Core Options Range of Core offered by the University and those opted by the college 

Core Option: BCA 

Enrichment Courses 

Indian Constitution paper is made compulsory. Personality development, computer 

science, environmental studies for Science course at one of the semester courses as per 

the guidelines and standards set by the University. The gap in the curricula as compared 

to market needs are identified, appropriate enrichment courses are designed and 

implemented by each department at UG. The college has provided add- on and 

enrichment courses. The college has provided many other add-on and enrichment 

courses. Currently there are 07 Add-on / Value Added to the students. 

1.2.4 Does the institution offer self –financed programs? If ‘yes’ , list them and 

indicate how they differ from other programs, with reference to admission , 

curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification, salary etc 

       Yes, The College provides the BCA, self –financed programs. 
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Curriculum : The curriculum for  the UG course are as per the Rani Channamma 

University . For the Value Added courses, The College along with the respective 

collaborating agencies frames the curriculum through Academic Chairman along with 

academic and curriculum committee. 

Refer: Program Flow Diagram. 

Fees Structure: 

Sl.No Courses 

Offered 

Curricular 

Design 

Admission 

Process 

Fees 

Charged 

per Year 

Qualifications 

of the 

Teachers 

Salary 

Particulars 

1 BCA As per 

RCU 

College 

aptitude 

test 

32000.00 Min. Masters As per 

College 

Norms 

 

1.2.5 Does the college provide additional skill oriented programs, relevant to 

regional and global employment markets? If ‘yes’ provide details of such Program 

and the beneficiaries. 

List of Certificate courses during 2007-12. 

Sl. No Programme  Fee Charged in Rs. Term of fees 

1 VB .NET 2500 3 months 

2 ASP .NET 3000 3 months 

3 Hardware& Networking 4000 6 months 

4 C# .NET 2500 3 months 

5 Java servlets 3000 2 months 

 

 1.3 Curriculum Enrichment 

1.3.1 Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplements the university’s 

Curriculum to ensure that the academic programs and Institution’s goals and 

objectives are integrated? 

The initiative of the college for curriculum development process involves curriculum 

need assessment through feedback from the stake-holders’ viz. students, academic 
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peers, alumni, parents and community. Different stakeholders give feedbacks on 

courses, programs, competencies grained by alumni, teaching and evaluation through 

set of formats designed by the college. The feedbacks are analyzed, areas for redesign 

are identified, are placed before the curricular committee of the college, and necessary 

enrichment courses are designed. The deficiencies are communicated to the board of 

studies and appropriate authorities of the affiliating university for redesign  

1.3.2 What are the efforts made by the institution to modify, enrich and organize 

the curriculum to explicitly reflect the experiences of the students and cater to 

need of the dynamic employment market? 

Every BCA student of final year undergoes a field project with one of the corporate 

organizations during the 6th semester during which time, by an appeal from the college, 

the organizations check for their employability skills for absorption into their company 

or provided feedback to the Career Guidance Cell of the college about the needy areas 

of the students. 

The college follow regulatory guidelines of the affiliating Rani Channamma University, 

Belgaum / Government of Karnataka /and AICTE. 

The curriculum committee regularly reviews the course content compared to the 

changing needs of the community. Any such emerging needs in degree education are 

identified and enrichment courses are designed by the department. Subsequently, such 

changed are recommended to the board of studies for curriculum redesign. Till 

curriculum is re-designed, the enrichment courses are provided as teaching beyond the 

syllabus to meet the changing global trends. 

The University revises the syllabus once in every five years. The syllabi have been 

revised in the year 2013 in case of languages and semester system has been introduced 

earlier to that , with guidelines to the changing needs of the society. However a few 

changes in syllabus are introduced buy RCU every year in different subjects due to the 

representation received from various colleges.  The bases for revisions are: 

 Review of contemporary global curricula of similar systems 

 Stakeholders demand of latest knowledge, skills 

 To make the curricula globally competent 
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 To maintain competitive edge in the curriculum 

 Revised usually once in 5 years 

The College, through its program and curriculum, has a significant role in human 

resource development, services, research needs of the region, also global community at 

large, thereby contributing to the development of the nation 

1.3.3 Enumerate the efforts made by the institution to integrate the cross cutting 

issue such as Gender, Climate Charge, Environment Education, Human Rights 

,ICT etc., into the curriculum?  

Intensive efforts are made by the institution to integrate the cross   cutting issue such as 

gender, climate change, environmental education, use of renewable energy- effort for 

carbon neutrality- plantation- hazardous waste management – Safety and awareness 

inculcate, e-waste management. Many such topics are covered appropriately as a part of 

curriculum. However special sensitization programs through guest lectures, student’s 

projects, orientations, quiz and enrichment courses are initiated. 

Gender:  

Almost all the interactions with students buy the societal experts in their own fields as 

well as field experts are organized by identifying the needs in the curriculum leading to 

integration of the cross cutting issues into the curriculum. 

Note:  The college has staff members in to the ratio M:F = 1:1, teaching staff- M:F=1.1 

and non- teaching staff M:F=2:1 

Students M: F is in the ratio 2:1 (2011-12). 

Climate Change: 

Cultural activities in –campus, the Aastitva- Women empowerment Cell, and the 

“BCCA- the staff club” act  as an adhesive force among the teaching and non- teaching 

fraternity and enhancing the inter-personal relationship through collective participation 

in various cultural, socially responsibly  and entertainment activities both on and off the 

campus. Yearly once, a legacy example in this direction, an outbound activity acts as a 

catalyst to sustain the cohesive working climate. 

Environment Education  
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A series of orientation cum sensitization lectures were conducted to create awareness 

among the learners on Energy conservation-, Use of renewable energy-, Efforts for 

Carbon neutrality, Plantation- Hazardous waste management –Safety, e- waste 

management. 

 The Associate Chairman academic, the Associate Chairman Examinations, the 

chairman teaching learning and evaluation, the Chairman of the curriculum committee 

evaluate the curriculum on regular basis. The committees incorporate feedback outcome 

on varied curricular aspects from stakeholders. The outcome of such discussion is 

communicated to appropriate authorities of the affiliating university. Access to the 

disadvantaged: The College follow the guidelines for admission from regulatory 

agencies. The students from SC/ST, economically weaker sections, physically 

challenged have appropriate access as per the guidelines. The college encourages the 

talents of the rural area by giving admissions to them at concessional rates. 

Special Lecture series & sensitization workshop  

Inaugurated  on 21.6.2012 by the Managing trustee and principal of the college. 

 

Date  Activity  Name of the  

Felicitator /Faculty 

Place & Venue Department  

21.6.12 E-Waste 

Management  

Mahesh Mardolkar Bharatesh BCA Computer 

Science 

 

 The College provides required platform for physically challenged students to pursue 

their studies with a comfort and ease. 

 The college also provides some seats to the students of job oriented courses to complete 

their BCA degree and become self –sufficient to maintain accounts and run their own 

business. 

 Equity: The College provides equal opportunities for all students without 

discrimination such as regional, racial, caste, creed or gender etc., However seats matrix 

as per the Rani Channamma University, Belgaum and Government of Karnataka is 

followed. 
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 Self Employment: The students from all streams have a course in personality 

development and soft skills, apart from curriculum every year. Besides that functional 

English, Grammar Classes in English, Mental ability and analytical ability skills, mock 

interview sessions are organized by the college to empower and enhance the 

employability of the students. 

 Ecology and Environment: The Rani Channamma University, Belgaum has made 

study of the human rights and environmental studies as one of the compulsory subjects 

for the degree students. 

 A compulsory paper on human rights and environmental studies has been introduced in 

the curriculum for the Degree student’s awareness about ecology and environment. 

 Value Orientation and Employment: The College provides value-added programs as 

add-on –courses, enriching the university prescribed syllabus. 

 ICT introduction: ICT is intensively practiced at all constituents of the system. The 

institute has provided latest infrastructure for ICT, hardware and software. Efficient 

hardware maintenance personnel are appointed to maintain ICT equipments. 

 The college has trained all the staff and majority of students with the working 

knowledge of computer specifics to their job. The entire faculty are trained in use of 

computers, internet, audio visual aids, computer aided packages, material, development 

of multimedia, LCD, scanning, internet, email, and such related skills. Each teacher has 

prepared their teacher topic calendar for teaching learning process. Classes are held 

with PPT, multimedia, and online lectures from internet. 

 Community and National Development 

 The College serves the community through its various programs by procuring 

placement to the outgoing graduates, who is turn serves the community. 

 Women empowerment is given importance in the college for general public 

and college students’ at the college hours. College has women empowerment 

cell i.e Aastitva. 

1.3.4 What are the various value- added courses/ enrichment programs offered to 

ensure holistic development of students? 

Value Added Courses:- 

A total of 300 students benefited in the last five years out of the value added 

courses out of which 180 Males and 120 females students were benefited. 
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Citizenship:     

 Anti-tobacco, Go green, Traffic awareness, Youth Red Cross rallies are 

regularly arranged by the institution extension wings in association with 

different Government & Non – Governmental Organizations. 

 Waste Management activity is undertaken by our college by collecting all waste 

material and reusing it for further use. 

 The college actively inculcates a strong sense of citizenship among the stake 

holders by celebrating all national and regional festivals in the college.  

 Swami Vivekananda Birthday is celebrated in collaboration with Sri 

Ramakrishna Mutt, Belgaum. 

The College has appointed a full time lecturer as an extension officer and there is 

a committee for extension activities. 

The college participates in all national health programs like HIV, Swine Flu, 

blood donation, plantation, awareness lectures, etc. 

 

 Citizenship:     

 The college actively inculcates a strong sense of citizenship among the stake 

holders by celebrating all national and regional festivals in the college 

The curriculum committee has planned/ initiated/ implemented the following: 

1) Enrichment Courses 

2) Add- on Courses 

3) Certificate Courses 

The courses are basically intended to enrich the vocational ability that could be 

used directly for gaining employment or indirectly to Strengthen their careers. 

The job oriented courses are mainly meant for skill development and practical 

knowledge of applications. 

       Quality Enhancement: 

 Feedback from Students, Parents, Alumni, Employees, Academicians, Stake holders 

are collected for community improvement. 

Collaborations with institutions of Quality: 
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The college has MOU with following Organizations. 

 5J code labs 

 Swiss Technology 

 Aditya placements 

 IL & FS 

 

1.3.5 Citing a few examples enumerate on the extent5 of use of the feedback from 

stakeholders in enriching the curriculum? 

Different stakeholders’ viz. students, academic peers, alumni, parents and community 

give feedbacks on courses, programs, competencies gained by alumni, teaching and 

evaluation through set of formats designed by the college. The feedbacks are analyzed, 

areas for redesign are identified, are placed before the curricular committee of the 

college, and necessary enrichment courses are designed.  

1.3.6 How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its enrichment 

programs? 

The college has developed an IQAC manual for all critical units. Four associate 

chairmans’ viz., academic, administration, human resource and examinations are 

appointed for smooth functioning of critical processes. The mechanism development by 

the college for quality assurance are – Under IQAC appropriate number of committees 

are constituted to maintain continuous improvement in identified key areas that affect 

the quality of the outgoing graduates. The members to these committees are drawn from 

varied stake holders including teachers, alumni, industry and students. The entire 

administrative critical processes are ICT enabled.. 

The primary aim of the IQAC is develop a system for conscious, consistent and 

catalytic action to improve the academic and administrative performance of the 

institution. 

Functions: 

 Development and application of quality, benchmarks/ parameters, for the 

various academic and administrative activities of the institution. 
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 Dissemination of information on the various quality parameters of higher 

education. 

 Organization of workshops and seminars on quality related themes and 

promotion of quality circles. 

 Documentation of the various programs/ activities leading to quality 

improvement. 

 The annual quality assurance report (AQAR) to be submitted to NAAC based on 

the quality parameters. 

The IQAC ensure quality enhancement in making of critical processes on 

continuous basis, such as improving the curriculum, teaching –learning process, 

research consultancy 

And extension , infrastructure and learning resources, students’ support and 

progression, governance and leadership and innovative practices. 

The college has development IQAC manual that has clearly laid down the policies, 

procedures, practices, objectives, key areas, and output expected from each 

committee. 

1.4   Feedback System 

1.4.1 What are the contributions of the institution in the design and development 

of the curriculum prepared by the University? 

    Feed backs are analyzed on 4 point likert Scale. The course wise, areas for 

improvement are identified, a consolidated report is generated. The same is sent to the 

management for the Needful. Till the curriculum redesign is implemented, appropriate 

enrichment courses are initiated by the college. 

1.4.2  Is there a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students and 

stakeholders on Curriculum? If ‘yes’, how is it communicated to the University 

and made use internally for curriculum enrichment and introducing changes/new 

programs? 

The Associate Chairman academic, Chairman Examinations, the chairman teaching 

learning and evaluation, the chairman of the curriculum committee evaluate the 
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curriculum on regular basis. The committees incorporate feedback outcome on varied 

curricular aspects from stakeholders.  

1.4.3 How many new programs/ courses were introduced by the institution 

during the last four years? What was the rationale for introducing new courses/ 

programs? 

 In addition to the study of computer, rigorous training program is arranged for students 

in technological field from Experts from outside. 
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Criterion II: Teaching   Learning and 

Evaluation 
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CRITERION II: TEACHING- LEARNING AND EVALUATION 

2.1   Students Enrolment and Profile 

2.1.1 How does the college ensure publicity and transparency in the admission 

process? 

The Institution ensures wide publicity to the admission process through reputed 

newspapers of both local and regional circulation, Prospectus copy incorporates 

information required. 

We also put hoarding across the city to produce awareness about the college and its 

facilities. 

The college website also provides appropriate information to meet the requirement of 

the candidates. Publicity given by our alumni is of an equally important way of getting\ 

the quality seats filled. 

2.1.2 Explain in detail the criteria adopted and process of admission (Ex. (i) 

merit (ii)      common admission test conducted by state agencies and national 

agencies (iii) combination of merit and entrance test or merit, entrance test and 

interview (iv) any other) to various programs of the Institution. 

Admission Procedure:  

UG Programs: BCA 

Admission is open to students of all category (including SC/ST/Cat-I & other BC 

students). The eligible students have to procure the application & apply for the required 

course. Later the admissions will be made through any of the following:  

1. Through Entrance test and personal interview 

2. Merit at the previous qualifying examination 

3. Based on the satisfaction of the Counseling/ security committee formed by the 

Principal subject to verification of documents & personal discussion with the 

parents & student. 

 

2.1.3 Give the minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at 

entry level for each of the programs offered by the college and provide a 
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comparison with other colleges of the affiliating university within the city/ 

district. 

 

Cut off percentage for admission at the entry level for various courses during last year is 

given below .2012-13 (Data Collected from Admission Register) 

 

UG COURSE 

 

Programs 

Open Category (GM) SC/ST Category Any other 

(C-I,2A,2B, 3A,3B) 

Highest    Lowest Highest Lowest Highest Lowest 

 

BCA 

 

80% 35% 70% 35% 70% 35% 

 

 Counseling the parents and the students about the dept Course choice/suitability 

 Observe on behavior, conduct, consistency in past academic performances, 

socio- economic conditions of parents/ guardian. 

 Entrance Test to be cleared in case of large demand for seats. 

 

2.1.4 Is there a mechanism in the institution to review the admission process and 

students profile annually? If ‘yes’ what is the outcome of such an effort and 

how has it contributed to the improvement of the process? 

The admission committee rigidly reviews the institutional compliance of to state and 

national regulatory guidelines for admissions to different programs meticulously. 

The committee looks into gender balance, from the same state / other state / gifted 

children/ rural/urban SC/ST, OBC, Women, Differently- abled, economically weaker 

sections, Minority community. 

This has addressed some of the anomalies observed during earlier years and resulting in 

better admission process and seats in-take to some extent.      

2.1.5. Reflecting on the strategies adopted to increase/improve access for following 

categories of students, enumerate on how the admission policy of the institution 
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and its student’s profiles demonstrate/reflect the National commitment to diversity 

and inclusion. 

      * SC/ST 

      * OBC 

 * Women 

 * Differently abled 

 * Economically weaker sections 

 * Minority community 

 * Any other 

 

 SC, ST, Category I, IIA, IIB, IIIA, &IIIB: These Category quota is already fixed 

by govt.  

 

 Students: - The College promotes access to ensure equity by rigidly following 

regulatory guidelines issued from time to time. Reservation policy is followed as 

per government order and university guide lines,  

 

 Economically Weaker Section: - Within income group below Rs11, 000 are 

categorized under     IIIB & as per the govt. order. 

 

 Sports Personnel: - Seats are given for students who have participated in state & 

national level games & sports activities, Admission fee concession sponsored by 

management. 

 

 Differently Abled: - Physically handicapped students are allotted seats in the 

BCA Course whenever such candidates apply for the seats. 

                      

 Local Students: - All the local students are eligible for admission if they are 

meeting the minimum eligibility criteria.  
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The seat matrix given below clearly express access to ensure equity to students. 

   

COURSE INTAKE SC 

 

M 

F 

ST 

 

M 

F 

Cat-

1 

 

M  F 

II-

A 

 

M 

F 

II-

B 

 

M 

F 

III-

A 

 

M  

F 

III-

B 

 

M 

F 

GM 

 

M   

F 

TOTAL 

 

M    F 

TOTAL 

I YEAR  

BCA 

120 2 

 1 

 3     

0   

 11   

5 

 3 

 1      

26  

12 

45   29     74 

Fee Structure BCA 

Sl. No 

 

 

Course  GM  SC/ST Low  Income 

1 BCA 32000.00 32000.00 32000.00 

 Note: SC/ST, Low Income and category will get scholarship. That amount will be 

refunded as it reaches the college account. 

2.1.6 Provide the following details for various programs offered by the institution 

during the last four years and comment on the trends. i.e. reasons for increase / 

decrease and actions initiated for improvement. 

Programs 

 

 

Number of 

applications 

Number of 

students admitted 
Demand Ratio 

UNDER GRADUATE 

 

2008-09 

 
120 65 1:3 

2009-10 

 
90 45 1:3 

2010-11 

 
190 73 1:3 

2011-12 

 
150 43 1:3 

2012-13 230 76 1:3 
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2013-14 

 
202 68 1:3 

2.2 Catering to Diverse Needs of Students 

2.2.1  How does the institution cater to the needs of differently – abled students  

And ensure adherence to government policies in this regard? 

a. Socially – backward and  b) Economically- weaker 

The institution adheres to the government roster policies in admission and other benefits 

like fee concessions, book bank facilities to SC, ST, Category I, IIA, IIIB and GM.50% 

of the seats are reserved for the categories and 50% are allotted to general merit 

students. The following data depicts the access to different sections of the society. 

 Differently Abled: - Physically handicapped students are allotted seats if any such 

candidates apply for the seats. 

(i) Entire human element of the organization is sensitized to deal with the varied 

academic needs of the differently abled/ gifted children. 

(ii) The Institution provides all required text books for home reading throughout the 

year. In addition the librarian is empowered and accountable to provide the 

academic needs and physical assistance for the differently – abled. 

 

2.2.2 Does the institution assess the students’ needs in terms of knowledge and 

skills before the commencement of the Program? If ‘yes’, give details on the 

process. 

Yes. Minimum eligibility qualifications seek admission into BCA program is well 

defined by regulatory requirement of the affiliating university. The students with 

prescribed qualification only entre the program after meeting the admission requirement 

as per both the university and the college norms. It is ensured to a large extend that they 

should have no knowledge gap to accept the program they wished to. 

2.2.3. What are the strategies drawn and deployed by the institution to bridge the 

knowledge gap of the enrolled students to enable them to cope with the Program 

of their choice? (Bridge/ Remedial/Add-on /Enrichment Courses, etc. 

Our college arranges program for all Course students covering various subjects to 

promote personality development and also to bridge the gap of knowledge. Students 

coming from Science background are taught with accountancy and students with 

commerce background are taught mathematics. All the students are also provided 
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special lectures on accountancy for science students and Maths to commerce 

background students. 

2.2.4 How does the college sensitize its staff and students on issues such as gender, 

inclusion,    environment etc.? 

 Value Orientation and Employment : The College provides value – added 

programs as add-on- courses, enriching the university prescribed syllabus 

 Indian Constitution paper is made compulsory. Personality development, 

computer science concepts are also taught in degree classes. 

 Another non- core subject paper called ‘Financial Accounts/Mathematics’ is 

also proposed to be taught during 1st sem. for BCA course. 

 

2.2.5  How does the institution identify and respond to special educational/ 

learning needs of advanced learners? 

 For slow learners, special classes are conducted to make them have grip on the 

basic concepts. 

 The advanced learners are provided with challenging tasks to complete. They 

are provided with mentors who put them into grill through some rigorous tests, 

problem- solving exercises , problem- based learning and presentations. 

 College focuses on finding out slow and advance learners. The slow learners are 

subjected to remedial drills that are specific to individual learners. This process 

includes monitoring attendance, home assignments, class tests, special classes, 

counseling, parent – teacher interaction and such other measures. Mentorship 

also takes care of their emotional management and enhances their focus on the 

studies. 

2.2.6   How does the institute collect, analyze and use the data and information on 

the academic performance (through the Program duration) of the students at risk 

of drop out (Students from the disadvantage sections of society, physically      

challenged, slow learners, economically weaker sections etc.)? 

 Phone calls, personal talk, bulk SMS to parents, counseling to parents, students’ 

profile and study environment. The aim is to make a significant change in their 

attitude and aptitude towards studies. 

 Access to the disadvantaged: The College follows the guidelines for admissions 

from regulatory agencies like universities, government. The students from 
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SC/ST, economically weaker sections, physically challenged have appropriate 

access as per the guidelines. The College encourages the talents of rural area 

by giving admissions to them. 

 The college provides required platform for physically challenged students to 

pursue their studies with a comfort and ease. 

 The college also reserves some seats to the students of job oriented courses to 

complete their degree and become self – sufficient to maintain accounts and 

run their academics. 

 

2.3   Teaching- Learning process 

2.3.1 How does the college plan and organize the teaching, learning and 

evaluation  Schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan , evaluation blue print, 

etc.) 

 Principal and the faculties, Plan and implement the teaching and learning 

experience. 

 The time table committee, Associate Examination head and other heads of the 

college under the guidance of Principal, meticulously plan the varied teaching learning 

experiences to be provided over time log. 

Few documents generated from such meetings are the following: 

The teaching learning resources required / to be updated for the ensuring year are 

assessed and appropriate inputs are given such as – adding of books, journals and 

equipments to labs, effective and efficient utilization of learning resources etc. 

As per the calendar of academic given by the university, the institution prepares time 

table for all the courses and classes before the commencement of the academic year for 

both semesters. All the staff are allotted with definite number of teaching hrs per week. 

Accordingly concerned subject teachers prepare lesson plans. 

 

 Academic calendar of the University is complied upon 

 Calendar of events for the year of the college is prepared. 

 College’s time table for the year is prepared. 

 College time table is prepared by time table committee. 

 Teacher and topic time table for the year is maintained in each. 

 Lesson plans are prepared by every teacher. 
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 Books and Journals are added, equipments are updated. 

 Infrastructure needed is reassessed and actions initiated. 

 Weekly performance review is conducted, preventive and corrective 

 Measures initiated for continuous improvement. 

 

2.3.2 How does IQAC contribute to improve the teaching – learning process? 

The College has integrated information communication and transmission in teaching 

learning process. The Concerned students, teachers and staff are all well trained with 

working knowledge of computers, browsing, LCD Projections, using color printer, 

preparing power points, developments of computer aided learning packages appropriate 

to their work .Two such workshops are held for different sectors of stakeholders. 

 

2.3.3 How is learning made more students – centric? Give details on the support 

structures and system  available for teachers to develop skill like interactive 

learning, Collaborative learning and independent learning among the students? 

 Input: Learning is made students centric. Students are ordered, requested and cajoled to 

attend the classes regularly. The norms of attendance as per university i.e. 75% is 

informed to them and to their frequently. Regular assignments are given after involving 

the students for inputs about the same. Apart from this, case studies are encouraged. 

 Process: Assignments are incorporated with activities that include enhancing 

knowledge through multiple sources. Real life examples are made to be recorded in the 

books. The students are pointed towards the values learnt out of these activates and the 

uses in their practical and professional life. 

 Output: Students give feedback on teaching of the teacher. Library use 

feedback, infrastructure feedback, course and feedback, departmental libraries, 

browsing centre, question bank, book bank, mentorship, strong encouragement for 

leadership, co-curricular activities, sports ,student representation in IQAC Committee, 

“learner organizations-partnership “ for quality excellence are all students centric 

activates. 

The Strategies adopted for acquisition of life skills, knowledge management skills by 

providing comprehensive knowledge and skills appropriate to the discipline with 

teaching learning experiences relevant to college. 
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2.3.4   How does the institution nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific 

temper among the students to transform them into life- long learners and 

innovators?  . 

 By encouraging students to gather facts from the society and analyzing it rationally 

through interactions with other students and teachers inside the classrooms, scientific 

temper is instilled. The project works given to them also incorporates scientific temper 

 The college provides good number of enrichment courses in each discipline to 

incorporate appropriate recent advances specific to each subject. 

 Through college on academic topics and current issues, journals and newsletters, 

creativity is nurtured.  

 By providing platform through in various disciplines for Quizzes, debates and 

discussions, critical thinking is encouraged. 

 The above activities are observed to maintain the constancy in learning, sometimes 

repeatedly and sometimes experimentally so as transform them into life-long learners.  

 The college provides add-on and certificate courses, personality development sessions 

and knowledge of health management. This multi – pronged approach makes the 

outgoing graduates of the institution of maintain competitive edge in acquiring life 

skills. 

 

2.3.5 What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty 

for Effective teaching? Eg: Virtual laboratories, e- learning – resources from  

National Program on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and National   

Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology 

 (NME-ICT), open educational resources, mobile education, etc. 

 

 Plug –and-play LCD projectors in classrooms 

 Desktop with broadband internet connection  

 Laptops for each staff 

 Power Point Presentations 

 Educational Videos 

 Audio- Visual inputs 

 CDs and DVDs 

 Charts and boards- are among the teaching aids for the faculties. 
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 White board with markers are a common place in the institution 

The broadband internet connection to the institution is through the Airtel with 2 MBPS 

speed. 

2.3.6 How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of knowledge 

and skill (Blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)? 

For the professional developments of the faculty the management has made the 

following efforts. 

Faculty development programs are of continuous and ongoing nature. The programs are 

aimed at improving the knowledge, skills and on the job efficiency requirement of 

faculties in organization. The programs fall under following categories. 

 Personal Qualities Development: 

Aims at improving communication, time management, empathy, interpersonal 

relationship, planner, service with human touch, managerial skills etc. 

 Professional Competency Development: 

Intra departmental regular and frequent journal club meeting, conducting seminars, 

symposium, panel discussions, case studies, group discussions, professional meeting 

and conducting specially conferences. Encouraging using reset auto instructional, 

digital self- learning methods. 

 Professional Teacher Skill Development : Curricular planning, process of 

learning and understanding, teaching learning experiences, lesson planning, evaluation, 

assessment and measurement , how to write objectives, communication skills, 

classroom management , evaluation technique, transactional analysis, understanding 

charge process and implementation, using the effective media for communication and 

such other similar topics. 

 

Faculty participation in last 5 years in Number 

National Seminars/ Conference & Workshop 02 

State Level seminars/ Conference & Workshop 05 

Total No. of M.Phil’s completed during last 5 years NIL 

   

2.3.7 Detail (process and the number of students \ benefitted) on the academic, 

personal and psycho-social support and guidance services ( professional 

counseling/ academic advise) provided to students? 
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Yes, The College meticulously implemented the mentorship which monitors continuous 

improvement among the slow learners. College makes head of mentor to mentor to 

review the improvement among the slow learners through IQAC. 20 to 30 students are 

allotted for each staff as “guide philosophers and friends” to monitor the activities and 

to inculcate courage and motivation among the students. 

 

2.3.8  Provide details of innovative teaching approaches/ methods adopted by the 

faculty during the last four years? what are the effects made by the institution to 

encourage the  faculty to adopt new and innovative approaches and the impact of 

such innovative practices on students learning? 

 The institution provides very good climate for conducive learning. The IQAC 

through Its SWOT analysis identifies the academic needs for the students and initiates 

process to start new programs. The Associate head academics, The Chairman and 

curriculum committee of IQAC review the regulatory guidelines specific to the 

programs and make continuous efforts to provide innovative teaching the college has 

designed and implemented number of certificate and value added courses. 

The Management has encouraged tip-ups and collaborations with industry for getting 

practical inputs to the students in the campus. 

 The institution has modern teaching aids like Internet, LCD, ppt models to make the 

teaching- learning process more effective. 

 As a healthy practice of the institution a valedictory Program for final year students 

called Graduation Day through administering oaths and inviting role model as guests. 

 Qualified expert guest facilities/speakers are invited to enhance the knowledge of staff 

and  students  

 Cultural fests are conducted in the college such as Lamhe, Ami, fresher’s by the support 

of Management. 

 National Level IT Fest is conducted. 

 Visibility of the institution by taking active participation for academic and social 

causes at university and state level 

 Membership of Indian Red cross society. 

 

2.3.9 How are library resources used to augment the teaching – learning process? 
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 Every teacher procures the books, journals and other learning resources on 

frequent basis from the library for preparing to the classroom teaching, 

preparing notes, materials, for quoting case – analysis on case-to- case basis, 

preparing question banks, sketching ideas for giving assignments or reading out 

journal matter through the forum activities. 

 Also at time the library resources are used for updating in the  relevant fields, 

usage for preparing students for competitive exams, basic preparation for the 

projects, and research activities, Internet facility in the library  is used for 

reference of current affairs and contemporary examples. The full – fledged 

library facilities add up to the faculty enrichment activity. 

 The newspaper and magazines are used for suggesting clippings for the internal 

assessment modules imparted to the students. Some of the relevant clipping is 

used to put on the notice board for everybody’s awareness. 

 The audio /audio-visual/multi –media materials are used to teaching aids for 

classroom teaching. The question papers are used to introduce the pattern to the 

fresh students, the multiple years of question papers are solved for the benefit of 

all students to increase the chances of better scoring in the exams. 

 Every year, the incoming students are subjected to Library Utility Orientation 

Program wherein sensitization is taken up with the students about the 

importance and methods of using the Library and Information Centre. 

   

2.3.10 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of teaching 

learning. 

The institution ensures the effective learning experience of the students through the 

following. 

 Evaluating the student’s performance in class tests and preparatory examinations. 

 By regular interactions of the students with the mentors. 

 By collecting and analyzing feedback of the institution in teaching learning 

evaluation. 

 Tutorials, parent teacher association activities. 

 Taking the feedback from the organization where our students are absorbed during 

the campus interview and also taking feedback from the employers. 

 By taking feedback from the parents. 
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2.4     Teacher Quality   

2.4.1 Provide the following details and elaborate on the strategies adopted by the 

college in planning and management (recruitment and retention) of its human 

resource (qualified and competent teachers) to meet the changing requirements of 

the curriculum  

 Recruitment: 

College has 5 Full times. 100% teachers are with Masters Degree 

The selection committee for appointing the faculty consists of the following members. 

 

 The Secretary or his nominee of the management 

 The principal 

 Head of the concerned department 

 Professors/ subject expert’s nomited by the principal. 

Steps to adopted by selection committee – 

 Identify the need assessment of faculty by human resource cell. 

 Publish advertisement in news papers/ website/ sift through referals. 

 Send call letters to qualified candidates. 

 Conduct interview of candidates 

 Appointing authority – 

 Send selection letters to selected candidates. 

 Issue appointment letters to selected candidates. 

The institution being private  and un aided is self reliant with the management taking 

care of all financial aspects and managing it to the welfare of the students, staff, stake 

holders and society.    

 The Maternity Leave facility of three months is provided to all the female staff 

members. 

 All the staff is entitled to avail the Casual Leave facility. 

 Also Earned leave of 10 days in case of vocation department and 30 days in case 

of non vocation departments is provided. 

 Laptop & internet facility to have been provided to the staff on official 

assignments. 

 Health care checkups for staff members. 
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 Gratuity 

  ESI Facility 

 EPF 

 Computer Training programs to Staff Members. 

 The medical leave facility has also been extended to many of the staff members, 

in case there is no EL & CL in her/her credit. 

 OOD facility for academic visits, 

 Registration fee for seminars & other Academic activities. 

 Beverages twice a day to all the staff. 

 Fees concession to Children of Staff members. 

 Sports Equipments & Uniforms to the  College staff Sports Teams along with 

TA/DA. 

 Internet & Book  facility to staff members who are on higher studies. 

 Transportation facility provided to Staff members on need basis. 

 Two sets of free uniforms are given to Attenders /Security/garden 

Employees/peons. 

 Management sponsored staff recreation tours & Picnics. 

 Incentive for district contribution of the employee. (Extra Hours Handled)  

Lesser  performers are informed of areas of improvement and monitored for progress in 

the line for future appraisals. Three consecutive non – compliance on majority  of the 

improve areas evokes warning to the faculty members. 

 

Highest  

Qualification 

Reader Lecturer Others Total 

Male Female Male Female Male Female  

PERMANENTS  TEACHERS 

D.Sc./D.Litt. - - - - - - - 

Ph.D. - - - - - - - 

M.Phil. - - - - - - - 

PG - - 03 02 - - 05 

TEMPORARY TEACHERS 

Ph.D. - - - - - - - 

M.Phil. - - - - - - - 
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PG - - - - - - - 

PART- TIME TEACHERS 

Ph.D. - - - - - - - 

M.Phil. - - - - - - - 

PG - - 03 02 - - 05 

  

2.4.2 How does the institution cope with the growing demand/scarcity of 

qualified senior faculty to teach new programs/ modern areas (emerging areas) of 

study being the introduced (Biotechnology, IT, Bioinformatics etc .)? Provide 

details on the efforts  made by institution in this direction and the outcome during 

the last three years. 

The college have various Faculty Development programs where programs are designed 

to educated senior staff to learn and adopt new Technology like ethical hacking, C# 

.NET, Web designing, Software testing 
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2.4.3   Providing details on the staff development programs during the last four 

years elaborate on  the strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the 

teacher quality.  

For the professional development of the faculty the management has made the 

following efforts. 

Faculty development programs are of continuous and ongoing nature. The programs are 

aimed at improving the knowledge, skills and on the job efficiency requirements of 

facilities in organization.  

The programs fall under following categories. 

 Application for Professional Management concepts in Education: 

Decision Making, group coherence, manager, team leader, change implementer, 

motivator, mission director etc. the above are the programs conducted for the faculty 

development attended by all teaching staff. 

 Personal Qualities Developments: 

 Aims at improving communication, time management, empathy, interpersonal 

relationship, planner, service with human touch, managerial skills etc. 

 

 Professional Competency Development:  

Conducted regular and frequent meeting of Intra – departmental journal club , seminars, 

symposium , panel discussion , case studies, group discussions, professional meeting 

and specialty conferences. Encouraging using reset auto instructional, digital self – 

learning methods. 

 Professional Teacher Skill Developments: Curricular planning, process of learning 

and understanding, teaching learning experiences, lesson planning , evaluation, 

assessment and measurement, how to write objectives, communication skills, 

classroom management , evaluation technique, transactional analysis, understanding 

change process and implementation , using the effective media for communication 

and such other similar topics. 

The outcome of faculty development activities are  

 

 

 

a) Nomination to staff development programs    
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Academic Staff  Development Programs Number of faculty 

Nominated 

Orientation Programs - 

Staff training conducted by the university 01 

Staff training conducted by other institutions 03 

Summer/ winter schools, workshops, etc - 

b) Faculty Training  programs organized by the institution to empower and enable the 

use 

of various tools and technology for improved teaching- learning 

 Teaching learning methods /approaches 

 Handling new curriculum 

 Content /knowledge management 

 Selection, development and use of enrichment materials 

 Assessment 

 Cross cutting issues 

 Audio Visual Aids / multimedia 

 Teaching learning material development ,selection and use 

c) Percentage of faculty 

 Invited as resource persons in Workshops/ Seminars/ Conferences organized by 

external professional agencies. 

 Participated in external Workshops/ Conferences organized by national / 

international professional agencies. 

 Presented papers in Workshops / Seminars/ Conferences organized by 

professional agencies. 

 

Faculty participation in last 5 years in Number 

National Seminars/ Conference & Workshop 01 

State Level seminars/ Conference & Workshop 04 

Total No. of Ph.D’s Completed during last 5 year  - 

Total No. of M.Phil’s Completed during last 5 year - 

 

2.4.4.  What policies /systems are in place recharge teachers? (eg: providing 

research grants ,study leave ,support  for research and academic publication 
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teaching experience in other national institutions and specialized programs 

industrial engagement etc.) 

Every academic year beings with faculty development Program for three days spread 

across three sessions per day, wherein domain experts train and orient the faculties. The 

ELs have been granted for the purpose of higher studies against their request. Periodical 

interactive lecturers and seminars are arranged by institute to benefits the teaching 

fraternity to keep themselves abreast of trends and changes in various subjects. The 

college allocates seed money in encouragement of researches being taken up by 

faculties have brought out them. Such kinds of promotions are in the form of financial 

aid, resource support and academic flexibility. In fact the institution has itself published 

many books.  

2.4.5. Has the institution introduced evolution of teachers by the students and 

external Peers? If  yes, how is the evaluation used for improving the quality of the 

teaching –learning process? 

Yes, The Institution has instituted evaluation of teachers by the students feedback 

mechanism by administering a four point Lickert’s  scaled  triggers. The prominent 

visitors have come as guests to interact with through various events and functions of the 

College.   

The events are conducted to add to the curriculum, the topics and content of which are  

chosen through locating the need to complement the syllabi. Many of them are 

academic experts and educationists who have made observations about the   academic 

functioning of the institution. They have provided critical feedback on improvements 

indifferent aspects on the quality of teaching –learning process.   

2.5   Evaluation Process and Reforms 

2.5.1 How does the institution ensure that the stakeholders of the institution 

especially students and faculty are aware of the evaluation process? 

The students are and well informed about the method of evaluation at the beginning of 

the term in induction courses and in students handbook and appropriate website. 

2.5.2.  What are the major evaluation reforms of the university that the institution 

has adopted and what are reforms initiated by the institution on its own? 
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The college has initiated the following reforms  in the process of evaluation of 

performance of the students: The system of regular assessment of assignments,  holding 

the class tests and practicals in time with due sincerity and commitment of the faculty 

members helped in monitoring the performance of the students on consistent basis and 

taking measures for further improvements well within requisite time  period.  

The affiliating Rani Channamma University has also recently moved to a decentralized 

evaluation system from a centralized system, wherein the affiliated colleges are 

assigned with the duties of taking up valuation work in the form of camps /evaluation 

centers. Specialized, confidential squads with competent personnel are constituted by 

the Vice- chancellor 

The University in its examination statute has made a provision for re –totaling of marks,  

revaluation of papers and challenge valuation during semester end examination 

conducted by the university for redressal of  grievances regarding evaluation.  

2.5.3  How does the institution ensure effective implementation of the evaluation 

reforms of the university and those initiated by the institution on its own? 

Chairmen examination rigidly follows and implements the reforms initiated by the 

university as well of the college 

2.5.4 Provided details on the formative and summative evaluation approaches 

adapted to measure students achievements . Cite a few examples which have 

positively impacted the system. 

The University in its examination statute has made a provision for re- totaling of marks, 

revaluation of papers and challenge valuation during semester end examination 

conducted by the University for redressal of grievances regarding evaluation. 

2.5.5 Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicates the progress 

and performance of students through the duration of the course/ programme ? 

Provided an analysis of the  students results/achievements  ( Programme /course 

wise  for last four years ) and explain the difference if any and patterns of  

achievement across the programs / courses offered. 
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Examination Result for the academic year-20011-12 

RESULTS (Nov/Dec 2011 & May 2012 exam) 

 

BCA 

Nov/Dec 2011 May 2012 

Pass Percentage Final 

Sem 

59.57% 62.14% 

Number of First Class- 60 to 

74% 

Final 

Sem 

07 08 

Number of Distinctions- >75% Final 

Sem 

14 12 

Rank (if any) Final 

Sem 

 

 

Examination Result for the academic year-20012-13 

RESULTS (Nov/Dec 2012 & May 2013 exam) 

 

BCA 

Nov/Dec 2011 May 2013 

Pass Percentage Final 

Sem 

62.76% 64.43% 

Number of First Class- 60 to 

74% 

Final 

Sem 

09 06 

Number of Distinctions- >75% Final 12 08 

Examination Result for the academic year-2009-10 

RESULTS (Nov/Dec 2010 & May 2011 exam) 

 

BCA 

Nov/Dec 2010 May 2011 

Pass Percentage Final 

Sem 

61.84% 61.41% 

Number of First Class- 60 to 

74% 

Final 

Sem 

09 12 

Number of Distinctions- >75% Final 

Sem 

11 10 

Rank (if any) Final 

Sem 

- 
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Sem 

Rank (if any) Final 

Sem 

 

 

 Academic  performance of the students is assessed through the semester and their 

performance report is maintained by each department and also notified   on the notice 

board. 

 Report of the performance of the students at the end of internal test along with their 

attendance is sent to the parents by post. Parents are invited trough students to see the 

special committee set up for counseling the underperformed and with low percentage of 

attendance. 

 Students’ progress is monitored by teachers through continuous performance 

assessment cards. 

2.5.6   Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor and 

transparency in the internal assessment during the last four years and weightages 

assigned for the overall development of students (weightages for behavioral 

aspects, independent  learning, communication skills etc.  Does the institution and 

individual teachers use assessment / evaluation as an indicator for evaluating 

students performance, achievement of learning objectives and planning ? If ‘yes’ 

provided on the process and cite a few examples. 

Individual students continuous performance assessment cards are maintained, internal 

exams as well surprise tests and vivavoce are conducted to indentify the achievements 

in learning objectives. 

2.5.7 What are the mechanism for redressal of grievance with reference to 

evaluation both at the college and University  level? 

If any students or parents finds any problem or discrepancies in the assessment of 

assignment, class tests and home work, they are advised to meet the respective class 

teacher or Head of the Department or the Principal to discuss the grievance at length. 

The past trends reveal that the grievances of the students including in evaluating their 

performance are resolved at the level of HOD or the Principal   amicably.  The 

University in its examination statute also has made a provision for re- totaling  of marks 
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, revaluation of papers and challenge valuation during semester end examination 

conducted by the University for redressal of grievances regarding evaluation. 

2.6    Students performance and Learning Outcomes 

2.6.1  Does the college have clearly stated learning outcomes? If ‘yes’ give details 

on how the students and staff are made aware of these? 

Student has to complete the courses as per the guidelines and standards set by the 

University. The gap in the curricular as compared to market needs are identified, 

appropriate enrichment courses are designed and implemented by each department at 

UG. The college has provided add-on and enrichment courses. The college has provided 

many other add-on and enrichment courses. Our college arranged program for all 

Course students covering various subjects to promote personality development and to 

bridge the gap of knowledge .BCA students coming from arts and science back ground 

are taught with accountancy, BCA students with commerce and art background are 

taught mathematics. 

Similar exercises are given to BCA students with special lectures on accountancy for 

science students and Mathematics to commerce background students. 

The institution ensures the effective learning experience of the students through the 

following. 

 The Associate Chairman academics with the concerned heads of the departments’ 

plans varied teaching learning experience to be provided appropriate  for the learning 

output. 

 Every teacher identifies the gap between expected learning and achieved 

learning.  Based o the gap identified remedial drill is initiated. Few of the 

innovative practices are CPA cards, counseling, mentorship and students 

feedback ensue effective learning experiences among the learners. 

 Evaluating the student’s performance in class tests and preparatory 

examinations. 

 By regular interactions of the students with the mentors. 

 By collecting and analyzing feedback of the institutions in teaching learning 

evaluation. 
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 Tutorials, parents’ teacher association activities. 

 Taking the feedback from the organization where our students are absorbed 

during the campus interview and also taking feedback from the employers. 

 By taking feedback from the parents. 

 The Director Collegiate Education and affiliating University has provided 

ordinances for specific programs. These ordinances do not exercise any 

restrictions for the college to exceed in providing the learning experiences. By 

creatively implementing curriculum specified for the program the college 

ensures the effective learning experience to students. 

Guest lectures by alumni are arranged to our students their experience in the   

experience in the program they have passed.    

 

2.6.2   How are the teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution 

structured to facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes? 

1. Internal tests in their respective subjects evaluated and given feedback 

2. Daily Regular Assignments are imparted and evaluated to give feedback 

3. Assigned projects, supported for design and provided with guidance till 

completion  

4. Lesson  Plan before the start of the academic year for every subject or paper. 

5. Work  Diary for continuous monitoring of every faculty deliverance. 

6. Lab manuals to facilities laboratory practices in case of subjects with practical’s. 

7. Providing Notes materials and question banks for every subject. 

8. Multiple methods of pedagogy discussed, adopted, exchanged and imparted. 

9. Seminars, guest lecturers or conference are also held on topics bring the 

curriculum to give exposure of the field.   

10. Group Discussion in topical approach awarded with prizes. 

11. Animated Power Point presentations for effective comprehension  

12. Exclusive attention to sports students, slow learners and differently –abled 

students by tutoring, mentoring and hand holding. 

 

2.6.3 What are the measures / initiatives taken up by the institution to enhance the 

social and economic relevance (quality Jobs, entrepreneurship, innovation and 

research aptitude) of the courses offered. 
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The Principal, the Chairmen Examinations, the chairman teaching learning and 

evaluation, the chairman of the curriculum committee evaluate the curriculum on 

regular basis. The outcome of such discussion is communicated to appropriate 

authorities of the affiliating university. 

 The college has trained all the staff and majority of students with the working 

knowledge of computers specifics to their job. The entire faculty are trained in 

use of computers, internet, audio visual aids, computer aided packages, material, 

development for multimedia, LCD, scanning, internet, email, and such related 

skills. Community and National Development: 

 The College serves the community through is various programs by procuring 

placement to the outgoing graduates, who in turn serves the community. 

 Equity: The college provides equal opportunities for all students without 

discrimination such as regional, racial, caste, creed or  gender etc, However seat 

matrix as per  the Rani Channamma University, Government of Karnataka is 

followed. 

 Self Employment: The students from all steams have a course in personality 

development and soft skills, apart from curriculum every year. Besides that 

functional English , Grammar classes in English , Mental ability and analytical 

ability  skills, mock interview sessions are organized by the college to empower 

and enhance  the employability of the students. 

 Women empowerment is given importance in the college for the total 

community and national development. 

 Value Orientation and Employment: The College provides value – added 

Programs as add-on-courses, enriching the university prescribed syllabus. 

2.6.4 How does the institution collect and analyze data on student learning 

outcomes and use it for planning and overcoming barriers of learning? 

 Yes. The institution evaluates teachers by the students through feedback questionnaire 

method annually. The questionnaire with three point scaling of performance touches on 

the classroom management, pedagogy, teacher- students relationship, creativity, 

compliance to affiliating university norms of exam /test conduction. Prominent citizen 

including professorial level of visitors have come to the college on various occasions 

and academic function like seminars, conferences, interfaces, syllabus review meeting 

and observed on the practices of the institution and sometimes even suggestions to 
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Management. Such feed backs are brought out by the Head of the Institution in the staff 

meeting, and student’s interactions, taken further opinion and best inputs are ascent for 

implementation, execution or approval by the management for the betterment of the 

functioning of the institution. 

 

2.6.5   How does the institution monitor and ensure the achievement of learning 

outcomes 

After effective Teaching process is ensured, a structured evaluation process including 

the Continuous Internal Assessment modules are also put in place. The results of 

previous years are plotted into graphs, checked for consistencies, downwards and 

downfalls or even for progressiveness. The relevant faulty members are called on by the 

Head of the Institution or the Management representative to give a point and piece of 

expectation. The members at that time are also asked for their clarity of implementation 

for bettering the areas of lacunae, also asked to record the same and develop a plan of 

action for improvement. 

As there is a stipulated minimum marks for every subject paper, it acts as a point of 

reference for improvement in a students’ result. The is one of the indices to enhance 

pass percentage and hence healthy result .Academic performance of every faculty is one 

of the main indices for their appraisals. At student level, constant alert about their 

performance on individual basis is done by their mentor or subject teachers. They are 

tutored on areas of improvement conducted with problem working classes and hand-

held for better comprehension. The performance in assignment and tests are indicators 

of learning outcome. Students are very well allowed to shows relevant to the topics of 

their study. Performing students are motivated on continuous basis, awarded or 

provided incentives for continued performance. Suitable to some subjects, a separate 

complementary time table is also chalked out for such students and informed them to 

adhere to it and attend classes by motivating them of higher quality results. Senior and 

experienced teachers are mapped on with intensive result oriented students, guided on 

constant basis through giving more challenging assignments to make them achieve 

success. 

 

2.6.6   What are the graduated attributes specified by the college /affiliating 

university ? How does the college ensure the attainment of these by the students? 
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  Students is declared a Graduate by affiliating university, i.e. Rani Channamma 

University Belgaum 

This apart, as per regulations one should have put in a minimum of 75% of attendance 

in order to appear for exams, take up a minimum of six semester examinations which is 

evaluated by the University and pass every semester as per the prescribed norms. After 

Subscribing to the above , the affiliating University has to confer upon him/her with 

relevant Degree upon Fulfillment of requirement as per university norms in order to be 

called a graduate. Conduct classes, practical’s and other interactions, Declare 

Attendance of every student, undertake examinations on behalf of the university, send 

the annual report to the university, Guide the student community about the graduation 

process to achieve the convocation certificate.  
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Criterion III: Research, Consultancy and 

Extension 
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CRITIRION III: Research, Consultancy and Extension 

3.1  Promotion of Research 

 

3.1.1 Does the institution have recognized research center/s of the affiliating 

University or any other agency/organization? 

 Institution does not have recognized research center as the institution is self financed 

program.   

 

3.1.2    Does the Institution have a research committee to monitor and address the 

issues of research? If so, what is its composition? Mention a few recommendations 

made by the committee for implementation and their impact.   

the institution does not have research committee and has academic projects  

monitoring committee which guides the students for completion of their academic 

project 

 

3.1.3  What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth progress 

and implementation of research schemes/projects? 

 Autonomy to the principal investigator   

 The Principal Investigator is given full autonomy   

 Timely availability or release of resources  

 Time-off, reduced teaching load and special leave to teachers.                                                         

 This is provided case by case whenever a request is submitted by a staff and 

allowed by the management for the smooth running of the project.                                                                       

 Support in terms of technology and information needs.                                                                             

 The college has hi tech computer and internet facilities.   

 

3.1.4 What are the efforts made by   the institution in developing scientific 

temper and research culture and aptitude among students? 

Project exhibition were conducted to kindle young budding engineers  computer 

Service, Security & cyber crime related issues were addressed with    traditional and 

modern scientific way by the experts in the relative field .    Students are given live 

industry project also; students are also exposed to industrial visits. The institution also 

organizes seminars and technical paper presentation in IEEE format. 
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3.1. 5      Give details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding student 

research, leading Research Projects, engaged in individual/collaborative research 

activity, etc. 

The faculties of the institution guide the students on the academic projects by giving 

them necessary training and support. 

 

3.1.6  Give details of workshops/ training programmes/ sensitization programmes 

conducted/organized by the institution with focus on capacity building in terms of 

research and imbibing research culture among the staff and students.  

 

The following technical workshop are conducted at the institution.  

 

Sl. No. Name Date Guest 

1 Ethical hacking 11-08-2012 
Prakash Janawade, Certified ethical 

hacker 

2 SAP 24-02-2013 
Ajit Patil , MD Cresdence IT 

Technology. 

3 Python programming 20-07-2013 

Iliyas Shirol,  

Assistant Engineer in Wipro 

Technologies, Banglore 

4 J2EE training 28-08-2013 Bhushan Dongre , CEO 5J Code labs 

 

Institution also provides short term certification programs on computer hardware and 

networking, tally and certification in software development. The Institution also 

organizes Technical IT fest every year.  

 

3.1.7 Provide details of prioritised research areas and the expertise available 

with  the institution. 

The college has eligible faculty in the areas of Java, J2EE, VB.Net, C# projects.  

In order to support the project activities the college has well equipped                                                                                 

library with necessary books, e-journals, databases & computer lab with        

necessary software.  
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3.1.8 Enumerate the efforts of the institution  in attracting researchers of 

eminence  to visit the campus and interact with teachers and students?    

The Institution invites eminent Professors and Industrialist from different   Universities  

colleges and industries to interact with the students in project activities.    

 

3.1.9 What percentage of the faculty has utilized Sabbatical Leave for research 

activities? How has the provision contributed to improve the quality of research 

and imbibe research culture on the campus?   

There is a provision for Sabbatical Leave and also budgetary financial   

assistance for research activities.  

 

3.1.10    Provide details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating 

awareness/advocating/transfer of relative findings of research of the institution 

and elsewhere to students and community (lab to land) 

Paper Ad is given in the leading news paper at regular intervals. And seminars,  

Workshops are conducted to create the awareness. 

3.2   Resource Mobilization for Research 

3.2.1   What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give 

details of major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual utilization.  

A reasonable required amount is allowed for research for staff members who are          

actively engaged in research and those who submit viable and competing project  

 proposals.  

 

3.2.2  Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty 

for research? If so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of the faculty 

that has availed the facility in the last four years? 

The institution has provision to provide seed money to the faculty for research.  

  

3.2.3   What are the financial provisions made available to support student 

research projects by students?  

The institution provides financial support to attain or participate in the projects,   

technical events and related activities. 
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3.2.4      How does the various departments/units/staff of the institute interact in 

undertaking inter-disciplinary research?  Cite examples of successful endeavors 

and challenges faced in organizing interdisciplinary research. 

Faculty members are qualified in various inter-disciplinary areas at PG level. This has 

helped in guiding our students in doing projects in different inter-disciplinary areas. 

This has become viable. 

 

3.2.5   How does the institution ensure optimal use of various equipment and 

research facilities of the institution by its staff and students? 

 Library & Computer Lab. are available from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.  

  Desk tops & Laptops are provided to all the faculties with Internet WI-Fi 

connection. 

  Photo copier & transportation facilities are made available free of cost by the 

institution  

 

3.2.6 Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry 

or other beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’ give details. 

The institution is trying get special grants and finances from the industry as the 

institution is self financed program. 

 

3.2.7     Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in securing research funds 

from  various funding agencies, industry and other organisations. Provide details 

of ongoing and completed projects and grants received during the last four years.   

Faculties are encouraged to take up research programs, enable industry solutions. 

 

 

 

3.3 Research Facilities     

3.3.1  What are the research facilities available to the students and research 

scholars within the campus?  

 The institution has a fully fledged computer laboratory with 30 functional 

computers and high speed internet connectivity. 

 The institution also has latest version of computer software like .NET 

framework and Tomcat servers, Linux operating system for related aspects of a 
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projects. 

 The library department of institution has latest books and journals required for 

the project implementation. 

 The faculties are individually provided with Laptops with Wi-Fi internet facility. 

 

3.3.2 What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and creating 

infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in the new and 

emerging areas of research? 

Institution is planning to start the research center to carry out research activities and 

also going to add some more computers in computer laboratory with the help of 

financial industrial and organizational support.  

 

3.3.3  Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry 

or other beneficiary agency for developing research facilities?? If ‘yes’, what are 

the instruments/ facilities created during the last four years. 

So far we have not received any special grants as ours being self financed institution.  

However we have procured research books & related infrastructure from funds provided     

by the management.  

 

3.3.4    What are the research facilities made available to the students and research 

scholars outside the campus / other research laboratories? 

Institution provide financial support and concessional leave as well as transportation 

facility to carry out research facility outside the campus. 

 

 

3.3.5  Provide details on the library/ information resource centre or any other 

facilities available specifically for the researchers?  

Library has large number of journals and magazines up to date. 

The library department of institution has  

 No. of books……1909 

 No. of Reference books….50 

 No. of Journals…2 

 No. of Magazines….05 
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 Xerox  

 Printer 

 

3.3.6    What are the collaborative research facilities developed/created by the 

research  institutes in the college. For ex. Laboratories, library, instruments, 

computers, new technology etc. 

 The institution has a fully functional computer laboratory with 30 efficient 

computers and a high speed internet connectivity 

 The institution also has latest version of software like ASP.NET, Operating  

System, for aspects of a projects. 

 The library department of institution has the facilities as above. 

 Laptops & Desktops with 500 GB HDD, I3 processor, 2GB RAM with Wi-Fi 

connectivity. 

 Xerox & Printer 

 

3.4 Research Publications and Awards   

 3.4.1    Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in 

terms of   

 Patents obtained and filed (process and product) 

 Original research contributing to product improvement 

 Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving 

the services  

 Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social 

development 

Department has introduced E-Server and Data center to provide facilities to the  

students in accessing academic related information in the campus. 

 

3.4.2 Does the Institute publish or partner in publication of research journal(s)? 

If ‘yes’, indicate the composition of the editorial board, publication policies and 

whether such publication is listed in any international database?    

The institution is motivating our faculties to publish their articles. 

 3.4.3 Give details of publications by the faculty and students:  

 Publication per faculty  
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 Number of papers published by faculty and students in peer 

reviewed journals (national / international)  

 Number of publications listed in International Database (for Eg: 

Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare 

Database -  International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, 

etc.) 

 Monographs 

 Chapter in Books 

 Books Edited   

 Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers 

 Citation Index  

 SNIP 

 SJR 

 Impact factor   

 h-index  

Mrs. Pallavi Gundkal  

Presented paper Titled “Cloud Computing For Agent Based Urban Transportation   

Systems”,  “ Intelligent Anti Theft and Tracking Systems for Automobiles”.    

 Her on going is project is Recognition and classification of Currency Notes using  

 DWT. 

3.4.4 Provide details (if any) of  

 research awards received by the faculty   

 recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional bodies 

and agencies, nationally and internationally   

 Incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and 

international recognitions for research contributions.  

Faculties are participating in paper presentation and seminars, no awards recognition or 

incentives received so far. 

3.5.1Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute industry 

interface? 

Systems: The College has established good relationship and contact with some of the 

industries both in the city and outside.  For instance, for the BCA Course projects, the 

industries where our earlier students have performed well are kept in good touch and 
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the same are recommended for the students to take up the projects. The same is adopted 

for internships and placements. The senior positions from some of the industries are 

invited for guest lecturers with whom a meeting is also done about feasibility for our 

students’ participation in their organizations. 

 The College promotes the industry interaction on continuous basis in order to 

train and make the man power ready for their requirements. This is accomplished 

trough workshops, seminars and interfaces. Private software companies are active 

around the colleges which train our students even while pursuing their course. They 

subsequently also absorb our graduates in good number after the course. 

Strategies:  The Principal of the college identifies the needs and gaps in the curriculum.  

In order to bridge the gap, suitable organizations with necessary students visits the 

industries and field are also framed based on the needs and gaps. Feedbacks from 

participating students are collected about the comfort level of modules and resource 

persons. 

 

3.5.2 What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy? How is 

the available expertise advocated and publicized? 

Stated Policy to promote consultancy: 

 To make the faculty members go to other educational institutions and 

organizations to deliver guest lectures, participate in panel discussions/ chair 

sessions in seminars and conferences, send them for judging academic, literary 

and cultural events, conduct quizzes and many such other academic or cultural 

interactions in the society. 

 

3.5.3 How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise and 

available facilities for consultancy services? 

The resource persons are supported with flexible working hours, OOD, leave facility, 

etc. Above all, the institution does not participate in any kind of revenue sharing out the 

consultancy earning by its employees. The institution also advises its members for their 

individual enrichment. 

As per the demand or enquiries from the outside organizations through correspondences 

and calls with the head of the institutions or at the management level, the need for 

services in relevant areas are publicized through notice board, circulars, etc. and calls 

for registration.  
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3.5.4 List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by the 

institution and the revenue generated during the last four years.  

The college staff regularly goes to central valuation of Rani Channamam University, 

Etc; we also provide consultancy services by the way of conducting examination with 

the involvement of all teaching and non-teaching staff for the following Governmental 

and non-governmental agencies.  

3.5.5 What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income generated through 

consultancy (staff involved: Institution) and its use for institutional development? 

The institution believes that the good practices of consultancy of its employees will 

provide more opportunities of interactions for its employees with varied sections of 

society and thus it also enhances the goodwill of the institution in the community. 

The gesture of the institution is not to share the revenue earned by its employees and it 

leaves the entire benefits to themselves. It also extends its fullest support and co-

operation to them for stretching out their services further wherever the need arises. 

 

 

3.6 Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension Activities 

3.6.1 How does the institution promote institution- neighborhood – community 

network and student engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service 

orientation and holistic development of students? 

In joint association with Eternus (a national level tech fest), Aastitiva, Aavishkar, Books 

Release function authored by the Institution. 

3.6.2 What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in 

various social movements/activities which promote citizenship roles? 

Citizenship: 

 Anti- tobacco, Go green, Traffic awareness, Women Empowerment & their 

rights rallies are regularly arranged by the institution extension wings in 

association with different Government & Non Governmental Organizations. 
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 Waste Management activity is undertaken by our college terms of walkathon 

and eco management fest. Awareness was created about the hazards of plastic to 

the public by our students. 

 The college activity inculcates a strong sense of citizenship among the stake 

holders by celebrating all national and regional festivals in the college.  

 Swami Vivekananda Birthday is celebrated in Collaboration with Ramakrishna 

Mission Ashram. The College has appointed a full time lecturer as an extension 

officer and there is a committee for extension activities. The College participates 

in all national health programs like HIV, Swine Flu, blood donation, Red Cross, 

plantation, road constructions, awareness lectures, etc. 

The institution promotes social responsibilities and citizenship roles among the 

students through the activities. 

 Indian Red cross society, NGOs, 

 Women empowerment programs like cultural issues, literacy, domestic 

violence, awareness talks are organized. 

3.6.3 How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall 

performance and quality of the institution? 

 To attract and retain students the college initiates need based programs and 

certificate program, the performance of the alumni, and the placement cell 

performance and the distinctness in its quality are the key factors that attract the 

students. The varied support through fee concessions and scholarships are few 

measures to retain the students. 

 To enhance the students’ performance the college has started mentorship, 

personality development lectures, working knowledge of computers, behavioral 

cell and strong encouragement for sports and cultural events. 

 To meet their expectations of learning The campus meets the model learning 

requirements yet maintains traditional values. The learner expectations of Self 

learning mode, library, students’ participation in quality issues, students 

centered learning are few which meet the learner requirements. 

 

3.6.4 How does the institution plan and organize its extension and outreach 

Programs? Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list the major 
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extension and outreach Programs and their impact on the overall development of 

students. 

More than five extension activities and outreach programs are conducted in the last 5 

years. Students visit and participate for project work to the software industries as a part 

of academic curriculum. The college has conducted blood donation camp, road safety 

awareness etc. Students visit and participate for project work to the software industries 

as a part of academic curriculum.  

3.6.5 Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any) undertaken 

by the college to ensure social justice and empower students from under- 

privileged and vulnerable sections of society? 

Under the Aastitiva Program, a social survey was conducted on rights to women in 

society to aware the students about the rights and laws given to the women now a days. 

This program also awared the womens about the dowry law and sexual harassment. 

 

 

 

3.6.6 Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities 

organized by the institution, comment on how they complement students’ 

academic learning experience and specify the values and skills inculcated. 

The visibility of Educational Institutions has increased mutli- fold due to the extension 

activities undertaken by it and its students in the city. The institution has been 

successfully able to establish its address well. The students have been hand- held by the 

staff members in most of the extension activities. It has made the students develop 

better empathy with the underprivileged, develop human touch and develop stamina to 

withstand crisis. They have been inculcated with the dictum “know the need and do the 

deed”. The activities develop in cross- section of the students the organizing skills, 

become proactive, inculcate event technical skills, take initiatives and imbibe true 

leadership virtues. It has led them to promising career and made them dependable 

citizens of the nation. 

3.6.7 How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in its 

reach out activities and contribute to the community development? Detail on the 

initiatives of the institution that encourage community participation in its 

activities? 
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For most extension activities, a detailed pilot study is undertaken by keen staff members 

with some of the students’ leaders from the platform like YRC to know the need and 

aspirations of the serviced community. During the pilot, the community will be 

surveyed orally and soon the local leaders will be contacted and a healthy relation will 

be developed marking the intentions of the institutional activity in their community.  

3.6.8 Give details on the constructive relationship forged (if any) with other 

institution of the locality for working on various outreach and extension activities. 

The college has not developed any constructive relationship with any other institutions 

and organizations. 

3.6.9 Give detail of awards received by the institution for extension activities and / 

contributions to the social / community development during the last four years.  

The college received the General Championship award in the year 2012-13 in the event 

Perigrinus conducted by Angadi College of MCA, Belgaum. 

The college received the Winner award in the year 2012-13 in the event Crescit’13 

conducted by Angadi College of BCA, Belgaum. 

The college received the General Championship Runner award in the year 2012-13 in 

the event Transvengers conducted by Global College of Business Management & IT, 

Hubli. 

The college received the Winner award in the year 2012-13 in the event Evogen 3.0 

conducted by Gogte College of BCA, Belgaum 

The college received the Winner award in the year 2011-12 in the event IT Era 2k12 

conducted by KLE Society’s BCA, RLSI Belgaum 

The college received the Winner award in the year 2011-12 in the event Evogen 2.0 

conducted by Gogte College of BCA, Belgaum 

The college received the winner award in the year 2011-12 in the event Bharatesh 

Premier League ( Cricket) conducted by Bharatesh College of BBA, Belgaum 

The college received the Winner award in the year 2011-12 in the event Evogen 1.0 

conducted by Gogte College of BCA, Belgaum 

3.6 Collaborations 
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3.6.1 How does the institution collaborate and interact with research laboratories, 

institutes and industry for research activities. Cite examples and benefits accrued 

of the initiative – collaborative research, staff exchange sharing facilities and 

equipment, research scholarships etc. 

Based on the vision and mission of the college, also the curriculum of the courses, 

different organizations are sought after to avail services for which different levels of 

linkages are drawn with them. 

The levels of linkages are in the form of tie-ups or collaboration for that academic year 

which is renewable on merit of the case. 

 

3.6.2 Provide details on the MoUs/ collaborative arrangements (if any) with 

institutions of national importance/ other universities/ industries/ 

Corporate?(Corporate entities) etc. and how they have contributed to the 

development of the institution. 

1. Service Sector: The Institution has more than 2 Short term courses and every year 

YRC units conduct the Blood Donation Camps and HIV / AIDS awareness Programs. 

2. Administrative Agencies: The Institution has effective interaction with regulatory 

bodies such as Rani Channama University, Belgaum. 

3.6.3 Give details (if any) on the industry- institution- community interactions that have 

contributed to the establishment / creation/up-gradation of academic facilities, student 

and staff support, infrastructure facilities of the institution viz. laboratories / library/ 

new technology /placement services etc.,   

Interaction with CMC (company in Belgaum) fraternity and few corporate agencies  has 

helped the College to better equip the library with digital library facility and audio-

visual aids. Eventually the above set points converge to ensure better placements. 

3.6.4 Highlight the names of eminent scientist/ participants, who contributed to the 

events, provide details of national and international conference organized by the 

college during the last four years. 

The College under the Technical Department organizes National Level Tech Fest 

“Eternus” every year and during the valedictory function we invite various eminent 
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persons. In the year 2013, college invited Registrar Evaluation (Examination), VTU 

Belgaum 

3.6.5 Detail on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing and 

implementing the linkages / collaborations. 

Planning:   

With intention to empower the students beyond the qualification they get through 

regular degree, the College has taken initiative to identify job-fertile areas and career 

growth areas for students. 

 Establishing: 

The objectives and intentions of particular Programs in the college are enunciated and 

communicated to the identified agencies for possible tie- ups and collaborations.  

Meetings are conducted or visits made foe mutual dialogue, series of across the table 

meeting to understand and   finalize the mode of association including the term of 

understanding. The approval of the management is obtained before arriving at the 

MoUs. 

Implementing: 

Besides giving main emphasis on University curriculum, students and staff are 

encouraged to stretch during weekends and vacation in between the semesters, where 

time is snatched out to pursue the identified courses for implementation. Students’ 

community is taken into confidence for drawing compatible time table, etc. 

The fruitful outcome of the discussion with respective agencies accommodates the 

effective implementation of the agreed time schedules, syllabus coverage, reviews or 

feedbacks, assessments, placement assistance – all under the close supervision of 

respective Head of Departments and senior faculty. 

3.7  Collaboration  

 

3.7.1 How does the institution collaborate and interact with research 

laboratories, institutes and industry for research activities. Cite examples and 

benefits accrued of the initiatives - collaborative research, staff exchange, sharing 
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facilities and equipment, research scholarships etc. 

As a part of the university curriculum the institute emphasizes and gives much priority  

to the students to visit various industries, companies and other related areas in  

discipline. The institution is planning to have collaboration with swiz 

technologies and 5j code labs to carry out staff exchange, sharing facilities and  

equipment. 

 

 

 

3.7.2     Provide details on the MoUs/collaborative arrangements (if any) with 

institutions of national importance/other universities/ industries/Corporate 

(Corporate entities) etc. and how they have contributed to the development of the 

institution.    

The institution is planning to have MoUs/ collaboration with the following 

 Organizations Swiz technologies and 5j code labs. 

 

3.7.3 Give details (if any) on the  industry-institution-community  interactions 

that have contributed to  the establishment / creation/up-gradation of academic 

facilities, student and staff support,  infrastructure facilities of the institution viz. 

laboratories / library/ new technology /placement services etc. 

Yes. There is frequent visit to many industries to gain the knowledge about new 

technology and placement services.  

 

3.7.4   Highlighting the names of eminent scientists/participants who contributed 

to the events, provide details of national and international conferences organized 

by the college during the last four years.  

The students and faculties have participated in many national level seminars. Our       

college host a national level IT fest every year. The Guests for those fests were 

 

Year Name of the Guests 

2010 Vikas Katwa,CEO keshav cement. Belgaum 

 Deepak Katwa, CEO Katwa Infotech, Belgaum  

Deepak Dhatoti CEO Servo Controls, Belgaum   
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Shrinath Deshpande, President Belgaum chamber of Commerce.   

2011 Dr. B R Anantan, VC Rani Channamma University 

 Dr.  S.A. Pilli, Principal KLE Engineering college, Belgaum 

2012 Major Kannan, Principal Kendriya Vidyalaya, Belgaum 

 Dr J G Naik, Registrar Evaluation RCU,Belgaum 

2013 S G Shekarappa Registrar Evaluation VTU, Belgaum. 

 

 

3.7.5 How many of the linkages/collaborations have actually resulted in formal  

 MoUs and   agreements ? List out  the activities and beneficiaries and cite    

examples (if any) of the  established linkages that enhanced and/or facilitated - 

a) Curriculum development/enrichment 

b) Internship/ On-the-job training   

c) Summer placement 

d) Faculty exchange and professional development 

e) Research 

f) Consultancy 

g) Extension 

h) Publication   

i) Student Placement 

j) Twinning programmes 

k) Introduction of new courses 

l) Student exchange 

m)  Any other  

The institution has done a MoU with Aditya Placements and solutions to provide 

placement, extension. 

 

3.7.6      Detail on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing 

and  implementing the initiatives of the linkages/collaborations. 

Institution is planning for an agreement with the other organizations.  

 

Any other relevant information regarding Research, Consultancy and Extension 

which the college would like to include. 
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The institution is planning to have MoUs/ collaboration with the following 

organizations  Swiz t 
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Criterion IV: Infrastructure and 

Learning Resources 
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CRITERION IV: INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES 

 

4.1 Physical Facilities 

4.1.1 What is the policy of the Institution for creation and enhancement of 

infrastructure that facilitate effective teaching and learning?   

Policy of the institution is to provide  clean and quality ambience conducive of learning 

for focused learning, comfortable space for lectures, support of teaching aids and 

technologies, tools and equipments, added support of currently accepted pleasant 

amenities, well-laid laboratories, support structures, varied and multiple learning 

resources including library, infrastructure for group activities & uninterrupted power 

supply facility. The students are supported with facilities of bridging hunger gap, health 

care and space for rest time. Logistic facilities also among the policy of the institution 

to facilitate effective teaching-learning.  

 

4.1.2 Detail the facilities available for  

a)  Curricular and co-curricular activities – classrooms, technology enabled 

learning spaces, seminar halls, tutorial spaces, laboratories, botanical garden, 

Animal house, specialized facilities and equipment for teaching, learning and 

research etc. 

The institution provides well-lit airy and bright classrooms, Teaching aids like plug-

and-play projectors, comfortable furniture, black board with chalks, laptops, 

Laboratories with updated equipments, the computer Science lab, Wi-Fi facility, 

reading rooms in the library, internet facility for students, seminar halls, Conference 

rooms and auditorium, UPS back generator facility. The students are also supported 

with facilities like canteen, good drinking water amenities, rest rooms and health units. 

Transport buses from different hubs of the city to the campus are supported by the 

management. 

The class rooms are well lit & fully equipped with good space for students to be seated 

in comfortable furniture and that the class rooms are fitted with teaching aids like black 

board & chalks, screen & projectors for PPTs & also with the fans etc. It is also the 

policy of the institution to provide good library with a large collection of recommended 

books for staffs & students that facilitate effective teaching & focused learning. 
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Apart from the above, backup power generator, photo-copiers, Public Address System, 

CCTV, Electronic Display system, e-Server, e-Optics, data centre, small scanners, 

EPABX phone network, total intercom, parking to staff & students. 

The Infrastructure facilities accessible for academic include 4 Lecture rooms, 3 printers, 

1 laboratories, 1 Xerox machines, 04 LCD units, 11 different Paper license software , 

one Office automation software, 31 computers, 1 Scanners, eight CCTV Cameras, e-

Server, e-Optics, Data Centre, Internet configuration of 2 MBPS, EPABX and a 

generator e of  20KVA . 

(b) co-curricular activities  

The campus provides excellent faculty for co curricular activities, seminar halls, 

auditorium, Board room, cabin for Staff , health centre, conveyance for extra activities 

and quadrangle. The college has taken an active part various cultural activities both 

within and outside. The institution has separate cultural coordinators to effectively 

conduct various activities. Separate computer lab in the campus is provided. 

Communication and public speaking skills development are effectively are undertaken 

for the students through separate slots from domain experts.  

(c) Extra-curricular activities and sports 

 Sports officer has been provided and all outdoor and indoor sports material are 

supplied; the college has play ground, suitable arrangements are made for many indoor 

and outdoor sports and games. Youth festivals, talent hunts, awareness movements like 

Anti-addiction, HIV-AIDS prevention, traffic awareness, anti tobacco and other rallies 

etc. 

4.1.3 How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure 

is in line with its academic growth and is   optimally utilized? Give specific 

examples of the facilities developed/augmented and the amount spent during the 

last four years (Enclose the Master Plan of the Institution/ campus and indicate the 

existing physical infrastructure and the future planned expansions if any). 

Associate Chairman Administration, Chairman Infrastructure and learning resources 

under the guidance of the chairman IQAC in consultation with management and utilize 

the budget optimally for various developmental activities, such as extension and 

renovation, maintenance. Recruiting new faculties, purchase of books, equipments, 
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sports activities, laboratory equipments, purchase of computers for labs and 

development of the various co curricular activities.  

The institution has grown tremendously in the past few years, several faculties and UG 

courses have been added and required infrastructure is being developed to meet the 

demands.  

Following details show the amount spent on new courses, buildings, laboratories, 

computers during the last four years only. 

Sl.No Parameter 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 Total 

1 
 Generator 

  
10,296 9,266 45,142 35,811 

100515 

 

2  Motor Vehicles 2,87,681 2,01,377 2,14,828 2,45,672 
949558 

 

3 
Sports Materials 

 
16,590 2,012 2050 3,059 

23711 

 

4 
Library Books 

 
32,321 33,578 57,573 1,18,961 

242433 

 

5  Computer Lab 20,210 6,645 11,908 26,301 
65064 

 

6 

Furniture & 

Fixtures 

 

75,663 66,216 21,552 83,947 
247378 

 

7 
Computers 

 
1,70,119 2,05,185 1,19,260 3,65,530 

860094 

 

 

TOTAL 

Master plan of building – as per Annexure enclosed 

The college has instrumentation centre for maintenance and repairs of civil, electrical, 

plumbing and other such type of work. The management has appointed Supervisor, 

electronic, plumber, for building maintenance and for the electrical installations, 

maintenance of equipments and water supply etc. A system Administration is appointed 
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to maintain ICT facilities across the campus. For garden & plants maintenance, a 

gardener is appointed. 

Cafeteria facility made available in the area, Coffee/Tea facility twice a day is 

facilitated to all staff, Vehicle Parking for students-150 two wheelers & Staff parking 

facility for two wheelers, about three staff 4 –wheeler parking.   

The College provides 1 bus as logistic support.  

4.1.4    How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the 

requirements of students with physical disabilities?                                                            

Helpers are made available for students with physical disabilities. Financial support 

with fee waivers for such students is provided. 

 

4.1.5 Give details on the residential facility and various provisions available within 

them:     

 Ladies Hostel Facility – Yes 

 Recreational facilities - No 

 Computer facility including access to internet in hostel- No 

 Facilities for medical emergencies- Yes 

 Library facility in the hostels-No 

 Internet and Wi-Fi facility- Yes 

 Recreational facility – common room with audio- visual equipments- Yes 

 Available residential facility for the staff and occupancy Constant supply of safe 

drinking water- Yes 

 Security-Yes 

4.1.6 What are the provisions made available to students and staff in terms of 

health care on the campus and off the campus? 

First Aid Kits are made available with the Sports Department. Annual health 

check-up in the form of eye camp, ENT and Dental checks are a feature in the 

institution.  

There is campus health center to meet the health care needs of the students.  And 

ESI facility is provided to the staff. 
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4.1.7 Give details of the Common Facilities available on the campus –spaces for 

special units like IQAC, Grievance Redressal unit, Women’s Cell, Counseling and 

Career Guidance, Placement Unit, Health Centre, Canteen, recreational spaces for 

staff and students, safe drinking water facility, auditorium, etc. 

The institution has provided the common facility of canteen, recreational facilities for 

staff and students in conference halls and safe filtered drinking water. The institution is 

having a women’s Empowerment Cell for on-campus activities are undertaken in the 

campus. There is a Redressal cell for the grievance of students and staff by the 

concerned.  

4.2 Library as a Learning Resource 

 4.2.1 Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the composition of 

such a committee. What significant initiatives have been implemented by the 

committee to render the library, student/user friendly? 

The college has constituted library advisory committee with student representation. The 

library performance is monitored by the committee by several parameters and also by 

the library features feedback. The regular book issuing on borrowers card will help the 

students in getting the books and changes them throughout the year. The students will 

use the books until they finish of their semester examination. Windows are provided for 

ventilation. The library attainders are monitoring the safety of the books. The annual 

stock verification of the library reserve is conducted to ascertain the stock in the library. 

 All the library activities and services are computerized for easy access to 

information and efficient work of the library. 

 The library has computer. 

 Internet facility with broadband connections. 

 

Associate Chairman Administration, Chairman infrastructure and learning resources 

and chairman library advisory committee collect the information from heads of 

departments regarding the library need and appropriate actions are initiated to purchase 

current titles by the library committee. 

Nearly  222  books are being added annually on an average to the library and about 2 

journals and 5 magazines and 10 newspapers (Kannada, Marathi and English) are 

subscribed for the benefit of the students and teachers. Amount spent on books during 

last 5 years (UG: Rs. 291322/-) 
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 The library has unlimited broadband internet browsing facility each with 2 MBPS 

capacity. The library has software like Windows XP, Microsoft office 2007 and  

Newgenlib open source software The library software helps in monitoring the users. 

 

Yes, the library processes viz. accession of books, data entry, Circulations of books 

with the help of bar code, magazine subscription are computerized. 

Latest arrivals of the books and journals are displayed and communicated to HOD on 

the same day of arrival. New arrivals’ exhibitions and book talks are conducted in the 

library. New arrival of the books and journals are displayed in the showcases. 

Following statistic shows the infrastructure development done in the Library over the 

last two year 

UG * 

 
2011-12 2012-13 

 Number 
Total Cost 

Rs 
Number 

Total Cost 

Rs 

Text Books 179 40593 196 64193 

Reference  Books 10 2453 23 8853 

Journals / Periodicals 02 2832 03 5599 

Total 191 45878 222 78645 

 

Amount spent on the books last 5 years 

UG Library  

 

Department 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 Total 

Computer    

Science 
31979 40075 54712 58285 59424 244476 

English 545 545 750 975 2850 5665 

Mathematics 4976 5036 5440 12420 13309 41181 

General books - - - - - - 

Total 37500 45656 60902 71680 75584 291322 
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Department 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 Total 

BCA 37500 45656 60902 71680 75584 291322 

 

Books on higher education, competitive exams, are also purchased.  Book exhibitions 

from various publishers like Sri book world , etc. are held round the year.  

The college provides books at the door step for physically challenged persons who are 

unable to visit library. Library assistants assist the students in searching & procuring the 

books and such students are well informed to convey the message by phone and books 

will be delivered to them whenever they are in the college premises. There are very few 

such students on the campus. 

User Education Program:   

a) Lending book service:  

An important and vital service is provided by circulation section.  Types of lending 

services are provided: 

a. Lending of the books for specific period under library. 

b) Current Awareness Services (CAS): 

The library is providing CAS to their users through  

 News papers clipping service: To make them aware of what is happening in their 

concerned field. 

 New arrival display : This regular exercise helps the students and staff to know 

the books added in a particular subject in a particular year. 

 Exhibition on special days: On special days like National Festival. Books are 

exhibited to created awareness among the students community. Apart from this, 

the books of VIP visitors, who visit the college, are maintained. 

 

c) Reference Services: 

Services are provided for most effective use of resources. Reference collection 

in the library is vast and varied. All users are free to use the library to refer 

books and to satisfy their thirst for knowledge. All the reference resources are 

easily accessible to the library users. 
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 Trained manpower and excellent infrastructure is made available. EDP cell and 

computer are made available in the campus and many student’s have done  projects and 

150 CD’s are made available in the library. 

Associate Chairman Administration, chairman ILR and Principal computer department 

Perform the ICT audit once in a year and identify the necessary up- gradation required. 

The committee submits its recommendations to the concerned authorities, provisions for 

the same is made in the budget and the actions are initiated. 

  

4.2.2 Provide details of the following: 

 Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.) 50 

 Total seating capacity  35 

 Working hours ( on working days , on holidays, before examination 

days, during examination days, during vacation) 

 

On Working days Monday to Saturday 9.00 am to 5.00 pm 

On Holidays not opened  

On Examination days Monday to Saturday 9.00 am to 5.00 pm 

 

4.2.3 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and e-

journals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on procuring new 

books, journals and e- resources during the last four years. 

 

UG * 

 
2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

 Number 

Total 

Cost 

Rs  

Number 

Total 

Cost 

Rs  

Number 

Total 

Cost 

Rs  

Number  

Total 

Cost 

Rs 

Text Books 134 37500 149 45656 177 60902 179 71680 

Reference  

Books 
8 3800 10 2800 10 1015 23 8853 

Other Books - - - - - - - - 

Journals / 01 1133 02 2832 02 2832 06 9899 
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Periodicals 

e- resources - - - - - - - - 

Any other 

(specify) 

Other Books 

- - - - - - - - 

    

4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide maximum 

access to the library collection?  

 OPAC     - yes                                                                

 Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals -  No 

 Federated searching tools to search articles in multiple databases - No  

 Library Website - No                                                              

 In-house/remote access to e-publications  - No                   

 Library automation - yes              

 Total number of computers for public access - 2        

 Total numbers of printers for public access  - 1 

 Internet band width/ speed     □  √ 2mbps  □ 10 mbps  □ 1 gb (GB) 

 Institutional Repository – Yes 

 Suggestion Box and timely response - yes 

 Conducting book exhibition on different occasions – yes 

 Information display and notification services – yes 

 Displaying news paper clipping on the notice board periodically- Yes  

 

4.2.5 Provide details on the following items:  

 Average number of walk-ins  - 20 

 Average number of books issued/returned  - 35 

 Ratio of library books to students  enrolled  - 1:10 

 Average number of books added during last three years  - 155 

 Average number of login to e-resources - 50 

 Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed - 15 

 Number of information literacy trainings organized - 5 

4.2.6 Give details of the specialized services provided by the library  
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 Reference services 

 Circulation services   

 Reprography services 

 Current awareness services ( CAS) 

 Information display and Notification  

 Display of new arrivals  

 Book Exhibition  

 Question Bank services        

 Download - Yes 

 Printing - Yes 

 Assistance in searching Databases - Yes 

4.2.7 Enumerate on the support provided by the Library staff to the students and 

teachers of the college. 

The library staff including the Librarian and supporting staff are always at the service of 

the students and staff in querying and accessing of books. Support to getting the books 

issued and returned, communication about last date for renewals are also provided. 

Students are motivated with Library Orientation Program at the beginning of the 

academic year 

For procuring of the books, the library staff takes suggestions and recommendations of 

the faculty members and brief the management about the appropriate needs of the 

library. Students are supported with dissertation material to help them in projects. 

 Orientation and Awareness 

 Printing service 

 Reprography service 

 Downloads service 

 Book bank facility and service for marginalized groups 

 

Information Centre of the library takes care of storing question papers, question banks, 

repertory and electronic learning materials. 

The library maintains photo albums of college activities in catalogued manner for the 

timely utility of all concerned. 
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4.2.8 What are the special facilities offered by the library to the visually/ physically 

challenged person ? Give details. 

 Library Staff support and help to access library resources 

 

4.2.9 Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it analyzed 

and used for improving the library services. (What strategies are deployed by the 

Library to collect feedback from users? How is the feedback analyzed and used for 

further improvement of the library services? 

Yes, the library collects feedback from its users. Questions on the service, facility, 

variety, quantity and quality of the resources, value-added services and support 

mechanism are drafted and asked with the users for response out of three point scaling. 

The suggestions, criticism and ideas on improvement of the library services are 

considered and ascent for implementation. 

 

4.3   IT Infrastructure 

4.3.1 Give details on the computing facility available (hardware and software) at 

the institution. 

 Number of computers with Configuration (provided actual number with exact 

configuration of each available system)31 number work stations branded dual 

core systems through  the campus with 500/320 GBHDD, 4GB/2GB RAM, 

Dual core processor 3.2 GHz., key board, optical mouse, DVD drive ,2.1USB 

port, TFT 15.1/17.4”. 

 Computer-student ratio 1:6 

 Stand alone facility 31 workstations 

 7 Laptops with Wi-Fi net connection 

 LAN facility- yes, 25 nodes 

 Number of nodes/computers with Internet facility-31 nodes 

 Wi-Fi Zone is available in campus 

 e-Server is an computer software. This has designed for maintenance of all 

teaching non teaching and students daily activity details. 

 An e-optics is an exciting new innovative way to give information to our staff, 

students, visitors 
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 NPV leagal antivirus, backup generator for the whole campus, scanners, laser 

printers, LCD projectors in all the classes, amplifiers and speakers in  

 Data center provides an environment for processing, storage, management and 

the distribution of data within an enterprise.  

 

4.3.2 Does on the computer and internet facility made available to the faculty 

and students on the campus and off-campus? 

Broad band 2MbPS one in number internet connectivity for LAN and Wi-Fi 

respectively. 

All the systems are availed with internet connectivity. Faculties are provided laptop 

with Wi-Fi facility so that they can access it anywhere in the campus. 

Colleges have Airtell 2MbPS Broadband Net connectivity. 

 

4.3.3  What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and upgrading 

the IT infrastructure and associated facilities? 

College has its own web portal i.e. www.bharateshbca.com and we also have  

ueuo.com. Using the college Web portal, students can access the academic contents and 

modules available online anytime from anywhere. College web portal provides all the 

detailed information about academics on a simple easy click. 

 

4.3.4 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for 

procurement, up gradation, deployment and maintenance of the computer and 

their accessories in the institution ( Year wise for last four years) 

College keeps minimum 4 lacks of amount in the budget for the purpose of up gradation 

and maintenance of computers and other accessories. Full utilization of suggested 

money is been done every year to enrich and provide quality of education. 

 

4.3.5 How does the institution facilitate extensive use of ICT resources including 

development and use of computer –aided teaching /learning materials by its staff 

and students? 

Plug –and – play facility is provided to class rooms for the good use by the teachers and 

students. Subject wise PPTs are prepared and the same is made available in the work 

stations (Computer lab and library). On-line examination is promoted across the 

programs 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_center
http://www.bharateshbca.com/
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4.3.6 Elaborate giving suitable example how the learning activities and 

technologies deployed (access to on-line teaching –learning resources, independent 

learning, ICT enabled classrooms/ learning spaces etc.) by the institution place the 

students at the centre of teaching –learning process and render the role of a 

facilitator for the teacher. 

The proposed Wi-Fi connectivity would facilitate teacher and the taught connect better 

for off campus interactions.  

The e-material (PPTs, soft notes, video’s) deployed in various work stations would 

greatly help the students to access the information in the absence of teacher. 

 

4.3.7 Does the Institution avail of the National Knowledge Network connectivity 

directly or through the affiliating university ? If so, what are the services availed 

of? 

No, Not applicable. 

 

4.4    Maintenance of Campus Facilities 

4.4.1  How does the institution ensure optimal allocation utilization of the available 

financial resources and upkeep of the following facilities (substantiate your 

statements by providing details of budget allocated during last four years? 

Chairman Infrastructure and learning resources under the guidance of the chairman 

IQAC in consultation with management plan and utilize the budget optimally for 

various developmental activities, such as extension and renovations, maintenance, 

Recruiting  new faculties, purchase of books, equipments, sports activities, laboratory 

equipments, purchase of computers and for the development of various co-curricular 

activities. 

 

Computer Facilities:   The College has a total of 30 computers and five laptops and  

the  department has computer facility. Budget allocated for the purchase of  computers 

during the last academic years is Rs. 4 Lakhs. Amount spent on maintenance and 

upgrading of computer facilities during the last academic year- all 4 Lakhs 

Budget allocated for purchase of computer during the last academic year -4 lakhs .  

Amount spent on maintenance and upgrading of computer facilities during the last 

academic year – all 4 lakhs 
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Principal computer department perform the ICT audit once in a year and identify the 

necessary up-gradation required. The committee submits its recommendations to the 

concerned authorities, provisions for the same is made in the budget and the actions are 

initiated. 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement of Expenditure (for last three years) 

Particulars For the years 

Revenue Expenditure  2012-2013 2011-2012 2010-11 

% spent on the salaries of faculty  34 40 30 

% spent on the salaries of non- teaching employees 10 10 10 

% spent on building Maintenance 2.55 0.66 0.26 

% spent on maintenance –electricity, water   1.8 2.70 0.53 

% spent on academic activities of departments- 

Laboratories  

0.40 0.20 0.11 

% spent on seminars, functions etc  6.42 0.10 0.11 

% spent on fees & Renewals to University , 

Aicate, Dte etc 

3.47 1.66 0.17 

% spent on Employers contribution to EPF 2.63 1.91 0.35 

% spent on sports activities 0.07 0.13 0.50 

% spent on advertisement 3.28 3.35 0.30 

% spent on audit fee 0.59 0.07 0.01 

% spent on interest paid - 0.004 0.36 

% spent on bank charges 0.60 0.054 0.011 

% spent on commission paid - - - 

% spent on medical insurance to staff 1.40 - - 

% spent on students safety insurance to students - - - 

% spent on  news paper and magazines 0.050 0.043 0.080 

% spent on printing and stationery 2.38 2.071 0.274 

% spent on spent on internet 0.60 0.523 0.862 
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% spent on  repairs & maintenance  1.299 2.508 0.0008 

% spent on electrical  fitting & other expenses - 0.471 0.039 

% spent on office maintenance - 2.13 1.53 

% spent on rates & taxes - - - 

% spent on vehicle maintenance 1.41 1.8 0.23 

% spent on  conveyance expenses 0.05 0.07 0.008 

% spent on professional charges 0.08 0.51 0.014 

% spent on industrial trng. & project guidance - 0.41 - 

% spent on transport expenses 4.33 0.09 0.01 

% spent on postage & telephone expenses 0.69 0.37 0.028 

Depreciation 15.26 15.88 0.925 

   

4.4.2 What are the institutional mechanism for maintenance and upkeep of the 

infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the college? 

The college has E-waste management system for maintenance and repairs of computer 

equipments. A committee is formed for civil, electrical plumbing and other such type of 

work who looks after any infrastructure, electrical issues. The management has 

appointed Supervisor, electrician, plumber, for building maintenance and for the 

electrical installations, maintenance of equipment and water supply etc. A System 

Administrator is appointed to maintain ICT facilities across the campus. For garden & 

plants maintenances, a gardener is appointed. The college also has support staff that 

takes care of the cleanliness of the floors, walls and corridors, etc.  

 

4.4.3 How and with what frequency does the institute take up calibration and 

other precision measures for the equipment /instruments? 

College makes Annual Maintenances Contracts (AMCs) undertaken in case of the 

Generator Systems and office automation Software. The contract includes all the details 

regarding charges and duration of maintenance period. In other cases, based on the 

need, experts are called for taking due care of the equipments/instruments on a regular 

basis.  

 

4.4.4 What are the major steps taken for location, upkeep and maintenance of 

sensitive equipment (voltage fluctuations, constant supply of water etc.)? 
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We have generator for uninterrupted power supply to all equipments. Suitable persons 

are appointed to take care of this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Criterion V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND 

PROGRESSION 
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CRITERION V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION  

 

5.1 Student Mentoring and Support 

5.1.1 Does the institution publish its updated prospectus/handbook annually? If 

‘yes’, what is the information provided to students through these documents and 

how does the institution ensure its commitment and accountability? 

The institution publishes prospectus and handbook. Information about various activities 

conducted in the institution and the rules and regulations of the administration etc are 

disseminated to students through these publications.  

Handbook: The college hand book provides following information. Vision statement, 

Mission statement, terms and vacations, governing body of the institution, the campus, 

the college, briefing of the management and the college staff, course of study, 

qualification for admission, subject combinations. General rules of the college, 

regulations of the university, college examinations, information to parents and 

guardians, student council information, scholarships / concessions, the library,  list of 

prizes, names of the scholarships, management scholarships for bright students, 

calendar for the academic year. 

Prospectus: The college prospectus provides following information:  subject 

combinations, scholarships, fees concessions and prizes, rules for admission,  course of 

study at a glance, other facilities in the campus, institutions managed by the society. 

Syllabus copy: The College provides syllabus copy with following information: all 

semester subject wise syllabus details, each semester valuation pattern, reference book 

details. 

5.1.2 Specify the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships / 

freeships given to the students during the last four years and whether the financial 

aid was available and disbursed on time? 

The institution provides financial aid to students. Students are encouraged to participate 

in sports and cultural activities as the management gives the cash prizes to students who 

secured prizes. Management has instituted  

Consolidated Concession of last three years 
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Year Particulars 

Total no. 

of 

students 

Total 

Amount 

Scolarship 

Sanctioning  

department 

2012-2013 
Management 

concession 
09 30,000 From Management 

 TOTAL O9 30,000 From Management 

2011-2012 
Management 

concession 
09 30,000 From Management 

 TOTAL O9 30,000 From Management 

2010-2011 
Management 

concession 
09 30,000 From Management 

 TOTAL 09 30,000  

2009-2010 
Management 

concession 
09 30,000 From Management 

 TOTAL 09 30,000  

 

 

5.1.3 What percentage of students receives financial assistance from state 

government, central government and other national agencies? 

 

 

5.1.4 What are the specific support services/facilities  available for  

 Students from SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections 

Students are made availed of govt. scholarship. They are semester wise informed about 

all financial related schemes of govt. 

 Students with physical disabilities  

Students with physical disability are given some extra concentration to improve and 

coup with syllabus. They will be extra time in the examination compare to other 

physically strong students in the case of emergency 

Year % 

2010-11 02% 

2011-12 02% 

2012-13 02% 
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 Overseas students 

The campus has the facilities that are suitable for all community including overseas 

students. They avail the same facility. No such students are on campus. 

 

 Students to participate in various competitions/National and International 

College encourages students by making them participate in all university, district level 

and National level competitions. College has also banged prizes in various events held 

across and out the city.  

 

 Medical assistance to students: health centre, health insurance etc. 

College has its hospital which comes under one of the sister concern institute under 

Bharatesh Education Trust. There they are provided medical assistance on emergency 

basis. 

 

 Organizing coaching classes for competitive exams 

College conducts all sort of coaching classes for competitive exams such as PGCET, 

CMAT. Outgoing final year batch are given high preference. 

 

 Skill development (spoken English, computer literacy, etc.,) 

Weekly college organizes some skill development seminars to improve students 

spoken English, grammar and also technical skills about computer. 

 

 Support for “slow learners” 

College conducts remedial classes to slow learners. Some extra also are given to 

improve them. 

 

 Exposures of students to other institution of higher learning/ corporate/business house 

etc. 

College sends students to attend seminars, classes, technical sessions organized by 

other institutions to improve their knowledge. 

 

 Publication of student magazines 

College yearly publishes a student magazine which includes technical topics which 

covers all computer related concepts. 
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5.1.5 Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial 

skills, among the students and the impact of the efforts 

Yes. The institution encourages and develops interpersonal and technical skills, among 

the students. There is a separate guidance and counseling centre for women students. 

The college has a women empowerment cell to encourage women to develop their self. 

 

5.1.6 Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote 

participation of students in extracurricular and co-curricular activities such as 

sports, games, Quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural activities etc. 

College conducts cultural activities to generate interest among the student to take active 

participation in it.In additional college provide extra academic support, flexibility in 

examinations. College also concentrates on sending students to participate in other 

college events. College conducts some in-house events like quiz, debate and group 

discussion to have competitive environment in campus. Sports activities are also 

conducted to keep good health of the students. College conducts cricket tournaments, 

volley ball matches, football matches to motivate the student to take active part in it. 

 

5.1.7 Enumerating  on the support and guidance provided to the students in 

preparing for the competitive exams, give details on the number of students 

appeared and qualified in various competitive exams such as   UGC-CSIR- NET, 

UGC-NET, SLET, ATE / CAT / GRE / TOFEL / GMAT /   Central /State services, 

Defense, Civil Services, etc.  

The college provides seminars on general competitiveness to the out going graduates to 

prepare themselves. It also arranges sessions very useful for the students to prepare for 

various competitive examinations. At present the college offers coaching to candidates 

with reference to communication skills, English language (grammar), aptitude test, test 

of reasoning, general knowledge etc. especially final year students are given preference 

in the coaching. 

College conducts pre-counseling sessions to make students aware of selection 

procedure for higher studies.  

 

5.1.8 What type of counseling services are made available to the students 

(academic, personal, career, psycho-social etc.) 
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All types of counseling services are made available to the students which include 

academic, personal, career, and psycho-social. Students are availed with PGCET and 

CMAT counseling classes to make them aware and prepare about competitive exams. 

 

5.1.9 Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and 

placement of its students? If ‘yes’, detail on the services provided to help students 

identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview and the 

percentage of students selected during campus interviews by different employers 

(list the employers and the programs). 

Yes, college have placement cell for the student. The placement cell looks after the 

good placement facility to the students. Till today’s date college has conducted campus 

placement for college students. 

Details of Campus Interviews Conducted at UG 2009 onwards 

Interviews Conducted in the year 2009-10 

 

Sl.No 
Name of the 

Company 
Interview Date 

No. of 

candidates 

participated 

No. of 

candidates 

Selected 

1 Accenture 16-01-010 64 04 

2 Wipro 01-03-010 50 05 

 

                                      Interviews Conducted in the year 2011-12 

Sl.No 
Name of the 

Company 
Interview Date 

No. of 

candidates 

participated 

No. of 

candidates 

Selected 

1 Wipro 26-02-012 65 10 

2 INFOSYS BPO 05-03-012 65 05 

 

                                      Interviews Conducted in the year 2012-13 

 

Sl.No 
Name of the 

Company 
Interview Date 

No. of 

candidates 

participated 

No. of 

candidates 

Selected 
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1 INFOSYS BPO 05-03-13 40 06 

2 Wipro 21-03-13 60 08 

 

Interviews Conducted in the year 2013-14 

 

Sl.No Particulars Interview Date 

No. of 

candidates 

participated 

No. of 

candidates 

Selected 

1 

Mega Job Fair 

(in association with – 

Aditya Placement 

Solutions, Belgaum) 

22-03-14 600 250 

 

5.1.10 Does the institution have a student grievance redressal cell?  If yes, list (if 

any) the grievances reported and redressed during the last four years.  

Yes. The institution has a grievance redressal cell. 

For the reddressal of grievance from the students and to ensue the healthy academic 

atmosphere in the campus/ institution the grievances reddressal cell is constituted. 

Objectives of the committee: 

1. To ensure the healthy atmosphere in the companies / Institution  

2. To address the problems and issues faced by the students 

3. To redress the grievance of students 

4. To solve the problems of the students. 

Functioning of the committee: 

1. Registration of the complaint. 

2. Conduct meetings of the members of the committee. 

3. Secretary of the complaints recurred. 

4. Consulting with the aggrieved parties. 

5.  Reddressal of the grievances. 

6. Recording the proceedings and follow up of the reddressal measmes. 

        

What are the institutional provisions for resolving issues pertaining to sexual 

harassment?   
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There is a cell/committee constituted for prevention/action against sexual harassment of 

women students. No such incident has happened during the period. 

5.1.11 Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have 

been reported during the last four years and what action has been taken on these? 

There is a anti-ragging committee constituted for prevention/ action against ragging. No 

such incident has happened during the period. 

College also conducts seminars to spread the awareness among the students. 

 

5.1.12 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available to students by the 

institution. 

The institution provides financial aid to students. Students are encouraged to participate 

in the sports and cultural activities as the management gives cash prizes to students who 

secured prize. Management has instituted scholarships to encourage meritorious 

students.  

 

5.1.13 Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association? If ‘yes’, what 

are its activities and major contributions for institutional, academic and 

infrastructure development? 

Yes. There is an Alumni Association in our institution. 

Current Office bearers 

UG: 

1. Mahesh Mardolkar,Principal                            Hon’ President 

2. Akhil Jamadar, Lecturer           Vice - President 

3. Bhushan Patil, Alumni                                      Hon’ Secretary 

4. Nitin Khanapurkar, Lecturer                             Treasurer 

5. Rahul Kudatarkar, Alumni                                Joint - Secretary  

6. Venkatesh Modage, Alumni                     Member 

7. Bhagyodaya Patil, Alumni           Member 

8. Abhinandan Itagi                                              General Secretary 

9. Chaitanya Raikar                                              Asst. General Secretary 

 

Details of the top ten alumni prominent positions 

            UG: 

1. Walter Narona, Manager, Indian Oil corporation 
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2. Akhil Jamadar, System Admin, HP Banglore 

3. Ketan Bekinkeri, Senior Development Manager, Tech tree IT 

4. Nikhil James, Senior Website development Head, Techtree IT 

5. Vaibhav Hawaldar, Team Leader, Wipro Pune 

6. Sarvesh Nevgi, Junior designer, conginent 

7. Vrinda Bachikar, Senior Testing Head, MIndtree 

8. Sameer Sulbhavi, Team Leader, Infosys. 

9. Bhavana kurne, junior software developer, TCS. 

10. Vikram Jain, Asst., Manager, UK 

11. Nandkishor Vichare, Google App Support, TCS. 

12. Sagar Hosmani, Developer, Wipro 

13. Ravi Naidu, Wipro 

14. Shamin Shaikh, Team Leader, Voice- Wipro 

15. Rakesh Kurne, Database Management, Wipro 

16. Rakesh Patil, Developer, Wipro 

17. Neelam Nandyalkar, Voice Support, Wipro 

18. Ganesh Belannkeri, INFOSYS, Bangalore 

19. Ganesh Belannkeri, INFOSYS, Bangalore 

20. Preetam Khandekar, ORACLE, Bangalore 

21. Nishant Shinde, INFOSYS, Pune 

22. Bhagyashree Benake, MLBP Belgaum 

23. Chetan Changula, INFOSYS Bangalore 

24. Pranali Kangralkar, NIIT, Belgaum 

25. Shrenik Patil,MLBP, Belgaum 

26. Rehan Bijapure, RELIANCE FOOTPRINTS, Bangalore 

27. Jyoti Hannikeri, WIPRO, Pune 

28. Shabir Navalur, WIPRO, Pune 

29. Nitin Revankar, SWORDFISH, Belgaum 

30. Noorulla Khan, SWORDFISH, Belgaum 

31. Bhagyashree Rachannavar, WIPRO,Pune 

32. Akash Genji, RELAINCE FOOTPRINTS, Bangalore 

33. Karan Kesarkar, DELL, Pune 

34. Anup Sattigeri – INFOSYS, Bangalore. 

35. Somshekar Kenur – WIPRO, Pune 
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36. Abhinandan Itagi – WIPRO, Pune 

37.  Rakesh Kurne- WIPRO, Banglore 

38. Asif Shaikh – VJ IT Solutions, Belgaum. 

39. Naziya Maniyar – LADDER CONSULTANCY, Belgaum. 

 

Details of the contribution of Alumni to the growth and development of the institution. 

Our Alumna have contributed in different ways for the growth and development of the 

students Institution. 

 Sharing work experience with the present students, 

 Helping students seek projects/internships at various companies, 

 Guest lecturers sessions, 

 Assistance provided to the students for placements by bringing various 

companies to the college. 

d) Details of the contribution of Alumni to the growth and development of the 

Institution. 

Our Alumnae have contributed in different ways for the growth and development of the 

Institution. 

Alumnae have donated cupboards, Books. They encourage our students to 

Participate in youth Festival, annual social gathering, given training to our 

students in different Curricular & co curricular activities. 

 

5.2  Student Progression  

5.2.1 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or 

employment (for the last four batches) highlights the trends observed.  

 

Student progression % 

  

2013-14 

 UG to PG 45% 

 Employed Campus selection 

 Other than campus recruitment 

 

15% 

40% 

2012-13  UG to PG 55% 

  Employed Campus selection 

 Other than campus recruitment 

10% 

35% 
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Student progression % 

2011-2012  UG to PG 65% 

  Employed Campus selection 

 Other than campus recruitment 

10% 

25% 

 

  On an average 45% to 55% of students are going for higher studies. About 25% 

to 40% students go for employment 

 

5.2.2 Provide details of the programme wise pass percentage and completion rate 

for the last four years (cohort wise/batch wise as stipulated by the university)? 

Furnish programme-wise details in comparison with that of the previous 

performance of the same institution and that of the Colleges of the affiliating 

university within the city/district. 

The details will be provided during the peer team visit                                  

 

5.2.3 How does the institution facilitate student progression to higher level of   

education and/or towards employment? 

The college provides PG counseling programs. College conducts induction courses for 

outgoing students to take up higher education. The college conducts numerous technical 

courses, personality development sessions, soft skill development sessions. Outcome of 

these all ends up providing a very good student support services which lead to higher 

level of education  

 

5.2.4   Enumerate the special support provided to students who are at risk of 

failure and drop out? 

Exit interviews of the candidates are conducted and reasons for dropout ascertained. 

Feasible appropriate actions specific to individuals are initiated. Few of such actions 

are: 

 Information related to different scholarships is provided from time to time. 

 Concessions are given to the poor, meritorious students and deserving sports 

persons by exempting general fees. 

 

5.3  Student Participation and Activities   
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5.3.1 List the range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities 

available to students. Provide details of participation and program calendar. 

Sports-Nationals 

Team Games-Boys: Cricket, Volleyball, Hockey, Football, Ball badminton. 

Individual Games: Shuttle Badminton, Table Tennis, Swimming, Body building. 

Track & field events, Chess. 

Team Games-Girls: Throw ball, shuttle Badminton. 

Individual Games: Track & field, chess. 

All the above events are between academic calendar months of August to February & 

in compliance with university stipulated Calendar 

Cultural ( Group & Solo): 

Group Dance, Western Dance, Folk Dance, Classical Dance, Light Music, Classical 

Music, Fashion show, Instrumental music. 

Other Extracurricular: 

Academic events in various disciplines like; Debate, Best Manager, Quiz, Web 

designing, debugging, coding, treasure hunt, IT Manager, ETC. 

5.3.2 Furnish the details of major student achievements in co-curricular, 

extracurricular and cultural activities at different levels: University / State / Zonal 

/ National / International, etc. for the previous four years. 

 

Some Important Sports Participation 

College cricket team participated in University level cricket tournament in the 

year 2011. 

 

Student Mr. Samiulla Pathan, represented college by getting selected for 

University Hockey team 2011. 

 

Team won runners-up trophy in the event Bharatesh Premier League organized 

by Bharatesh BBA college, Belgaum,in the year 2012 

 

Team United FC had participated and won second place in district level Football 

Competition in the year 2013 organized by Fatima Church, Belgaum . 

 

Mr. Abrar Pathan Awarded as Best Player in district level Football Competition in 
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the year 2013 organized by Fatima Church, Belgaum . 

 

Team United FC had participated in College level Football Competition in the 

year 2013 organized by SSSamiti College, Belgaum. 

 

College Football team participated in football league organized by Gogte Institute 

of Enggineering. 

 

Cultural and co-curricular Participation 

2008 

IT Era2k8: College Team participated in event organized by Kle’s BCA college. Team 

won the first General Championship for college. Team banged Two First and one 

Second place in Paper presentation, debugging and designing. 

2010 

EVOGEN 2010: College Team participated in national Level event organized by Gogte 

BCA College. Team won First place in Designing competition. 

  

2011 

TRINITY 11: College team participated in cultural event organized by KLE Medical 

College. 

 

IT ERA 2k11: Team had participated and won two first and one second place in the 

games debugging, designing and team presentation. Event was organized by RLS 

College Belgaum. 

 

Evogen 2011:Team had participated and won first place in the game debugging. Event 

was organized by Gogte College Belgaum. 

 

2012: 

IT ERA 2k12: Team had participated and won first and one second place in the games 

debugging and team presentation. Event was organized by RLS College Belgaum. 

 

Cresit 2012: Team had participated and won first place in the games Ice breaker. Event 

was organized by Angadi BCA College Belgaum. 
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2013: 

Avengers 2013: Team had participated and won runners-up general championship. 

Team won two first and one second place in the games quiz, paper presentation and 

designing. Event was organized by Global BCA College Hubli. 

 

Perigrinus 2013: Team had participated and won general championship. Event was 

organized by Angadi MCA College Belgaum. Team won one first and one second in 

debugging and paper presentation. 

 

Evogen 2013:Team had participated and won first place in the game Technical Quiz. 

Event was organized by Gogte College Belgaum. 

2014: 

College participated in following events organized by different college across the 

city 

IT ERA 2k14 - organized by KLE BCA college Belgaum. 

 

Evogen 2014 – Organized by Gogte BCA, Belgaum. 

 

Infintium’14 – Technical event, organized by KLE Dr. MS Sheshgeri College of 

Engineering and Technology, Department of MCA. 

 

Prodigy’14 – State level technical fest, organized by Jain BCA College, Belgaum. 

 

5.3.3 How does the college seek and use data and feedback from its graduates 

and employers, to improve the performance and quality of the institutional 

provisions? 

Students evaluation of teacher performance, student evaluation of all the courses. 

Course and teaching evaluation, Program evaluation, Library users feedback, 

Infrastructure and campus life feedback, Alumni feedback, Employer feedback, parents 

feedback. 

The college collects and analyses the above feedback. The outcome and result is 

communicated to the concerned viz. teachers, librarian and curricular committee, 

management for self-performance appraisal by teachers. 
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The Chairmen academic, the Chairmen examinations, the chairman teaching learning 

and evaluation, the chairman of the curriculum committee evaluate the curriculum on 

regular basis. 

The committees incorporate feedback outcome on varied curricular aspects from 

stakeholders. The outcome of such discussion is communicated to appropriate 

authorities of the affiliating university. The students, alumni, parents and community, 

few of the contributions of the institution in curriculum design and development process 

are:- 

 The feedback on curricula is collected from the student and faculty and 

suggestions are sent to respective subjects B.O.S. 

a) Students: 

The institution collects varied feedbacks from students through structured questionnaire 

designed by the institution. Students feedback on various courses, on teacher 

evaluation, infrastructure and library are obtained. Feedbacks are collected and 

analyzed to identify areas for improvement.   

 

b) Alumni: 

Alumni feedback for competencies gained, is collected during alumni meet and is 

analyzed. 

 

c) Parents: 

Parent’s feedback is collected during parent-teacher association meet. The outcome 

from the data analysis is incorporated by the curriculum committee 

d)   Employers/ industry: 

People from the various cross sections of the industry / factory / government / non-

government sectors visit the college for delivering the guest lectures, seminars and 

recruitments. Feedback is collected from them through interaction with these personnel. 

Many campus interviews are conducted for the employment of the students. The 

feedback of the college and the student’s performance is also obtained from them. 

Employers feedback on performance of our alumni is ascertained by verbal 

communication.  

e)    Academic peers:  
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   Academic peers feedback is available through curricular committee and board studies 

discussion. The teachers give feedback on the organizational climate which in turn is 

analyzed and actions initiated. 

f) Community: 

Feedbacks are analyzed on 4 point Likert Scale. The course wise, program wise areas 

for improvement are identified, a consolidated report is generated. The same is sent to 

the board of studies of the University for the Needful. Till the curriculum redesigned is 

implemented, appropriate enrichment courses are initiated by the college. 

5.3.4   How does the college involve and encourage students to publish   materials 

like catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List the  

publications/ materials brought out by the students during the previous four 

academic sessions. 

  College Magazine, The institution invites articles from the students on various subjects 

and publishes in the form of student magazine. The magazine contains different sections 

– list of staff – Teaching and Non-teaching,  English section, photographs of 

outstanding students in sports and games, cultural activities, different functions, retired 

teachers etc. student achievements. Departments publish magazines in which articles of 

the students and teachers are published on the concerned subjects. College magazine 

tries to cover all the technical concepts related computer as well. It includes technical 

papers i.e. IEEE format which are prepard by the students itself. 

 

5.3.5 Does the college have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details 

on its selection, constitution, activities and funding.  

The college has a student council under the banner of which various activities in sports 

and extracurricular activities are organized. 

Every year during the commencing of the college the principal along all the faculty 

members, the students will have election procedure through which college general body 

will be formed. Candidate for each post will be screened as per the criteria and allowed 

to sit for election. 

After the successfully completion of the election, the elected students are handed over 

the responsibilities. This General Body of Students conducts various sports and 
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extracurricular activities with concern to principal and staff. This general body also 

helps college to maintain discipline and code of conduct in the college campus. 

 

5.3.6 Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have 

student representatives on them.  

Academic and administrative bodies that have student representatives on them 

Alumni Association Advisory Committee, College Development Council ,Committee for 

Counseling and Placements, Committee for extension activities, Committee for Faculty 

Development ,Committees for Policies, Procedures & Practices, Committee for professional 

ethics, Committee for research development & sustenance, Committee for staff Development 

and Welfare, Committee for student support services, Committee for student Mentorship, 

Committees for Feedback Analysis, Students counseling & placement Committeeman G Course 

Committee G Course Committee, Time Table Committee, Co-circular Activities Committee, 

Physical  Education Committee, Annual Calendar of events Committee, Library Advisory 

Committee, Health Practices Committee, Parent Teacher Association, Review Committee to 

Eliminate Ragging, Hostel Management Committee, Internal Exam Committee, Video 

conferencing Committee, Website Committee, Scientific Committee, Education Technology 

Cell, Students Council, Institutional Ethical Committee, College Magazine Committee, Sexual 

Harassment Elimination Committee , 

 

5.3.7   How does the institution network and collaborate with the Alumni and        

former    faculty of the Institution. 

 Any other relevant information regarding student support and Progression which the 

college would like to include. 

 Institution has a perfect mechanism to monitor students and teachers regularity to 

classes. Intensive coaching for the outgoing students in entrepreneurship skills and 

personality development sessions. 

 Fee concessions, liberal management paid scholarships, distinct prizes for the academic 

achievements etc to the disadvantaged students. 

 Student council, students’ participation in the committees of IQAC. 

 Health care facilities. Strong encouragement for co-curricular, cultural and sports 

activities. 

 Cost effective and user friendly support services viz hostels, canteens, parking facility. 

 Library, browsing centre and such related services. 
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 Grievance redressed cell, sexual harassment elimination cell, complete management 

procedure, existence of the active anti ragging Committee and user need based support 

services for physically challenged are the few of the distinct best practices of the 

institution. 

 A distinct and unique high performing placement cell on the campus, seed money for 

student’s projects and good campus life. 

 To attract the retain students the college initiates need based programs and certificate 

program, the performance of the alumni, and the placement cell performance and the 

distinctness in its quality are the key factors that attract the students. The consideration 

for reservation to needy candidates, preference for sports and varied support services 

through fee concessions and scholarships. 

Any other relevant information regarding Student Support and Progression which the 

college would like to include. 
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Criterion-VI: Governance, Leadership and Management 

6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership 

6.1.1 State vision and mission of the Institution and enumerate on how the 

mission statement defines the institution’s distinctive characteristics in terms of 

addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve, institution’s 

traditions and value orientation, vision for the future, etc.? 

To carve out a personality capable of authenticating and mentoring, it also focuses 

on developing and teaching the skills of technical competency. Hence turning the 

student to be a professional.  

 Mission: 

 To provide essential academic infrastructure, include discipline and 

essential skills to face global competition. 

 

Addressing the needs of the society:- The Institution operates on the lines of a 

community  college. In fact, as our College is surrounded by many top aided and 

government Colleges with a radius of 5 kms, it is a challenge for a self- financed 

institution to face the competition in terms of face, quality and intake. The surrounding 

community as well as that of the city has accepted the institution of its value and 

culture. The parents of the children of the locales approach the institution with the faith 

that along with academic inputs, the fundamental values of life are imparted and life 

skills are emulated in the students community.  

The students it seeks to serve:-  Our unique product differentiation and stakeholder 

satisfaction are among the factors for the sustenance of institutional functioning. Our 

alumni are one of the best ambassadors of the institution who are happy to bring in their 

sibling or relatives and friends for studies in our institution. The practices to realize the 

mission statement compatible to the vision is with knowledge based activities like 

seminars, guest lectures, interactive classroom sessions, etc., the skill based activities 

like paper presentations, fests, competitions, technical event etc., and the value based 

activities that include all the above and also in the form of Personality Development 

Workshops, celebration of National festivals like Independence day, Republic day, 

Gandhi Jayanthi,  Teachers’ day, Vivekananda Jayanti/ National Youth Day and so on. 
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In all the above activities, students are involved in planning, organizing and 

implementing the program effectively. 

6.1.2 What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and 

implementation of its quality policy and plans? 

Top Management’s role:  

The quality policy is designed by the management with an aim to provide education to 

the aspirants so that they gain employment or become self- employed or entrepreneurs 

and professionals. Such a policy is observed for alignment with the institutional vision 

and mission .  For  instance, since no donation is charged on the candidates , the 

management intends to make the institution self- sufficient and plan a portion of the 

income for the corpus meant for needy expansion of the institution and its sustenance 

over a time. 

The top management provides for sufficient freedom, autonomy and empowerment to 

the staff members to generate ideas for quality enhancement. The management collects 

feedback about the same and discusses with the Governing Council for effective 

implementation of the good practices. 

Role of Governing Council: 

The members of the Governing council are asked to give suggestions and throw light 

upon the feasibility of implementing the quality ideas and give feedback to the council 

in a stipulated time frame. The best possible outputs are planned and recommended for 

further action through the Principal- the Head of the Institution who in due consultation 

with the IQAC and others(faculties) will take up the execution of the plan. 

Principal’s Role : 

The Principal plans the requirement of man power, financial and other resources for the 

implementation of quality plans. The same is proposed to the Management for approval 

and after obtaining approval with slight changes if any, the plan is now put forth in the 

meeting of the Management committee along with IQAC representatives wherein the 

objectives are stated, the value of the implementation is reinforced and the tasks are 

assigned to the staff members for execution for the plan. Sometimes, the faculty are 

asked to volunteer for the tasks and sometimes it is assigned on to them. The assigned 
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staff are given deadlines and sought after with strict compliance about the status and 

completion of the task. 

Faculty Role: 

The assigned faculty brainstorms among themselves about the way of implementation, 

share the sub- tasks and swing into action. If any clarification are needed by them, they 

will revert back to their Head of the Institution. If no such clarification is sought after, it 

is assumed that the tasks are in progress and the outcome is expected  before the 

deadline. The faculty will have to adhere to the compliance norms and generate 

documentation of observations and actions. 

6.1.3  What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring? 

 The policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the stated mission 

 Formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of the 

same into the institutional strategic plan  

 Interaction with stakeholders 

 Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis, research 

inputs and consultations with the stakeholders 

 Reinforcing the culture of excellence 

 Champion organizational change 

 The policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the stated mission 

The policy document generation is inside out approach. The IQAC with 4 Chairmen 

who take care of  around 28 parameters, to execute these parameters we have 

incorporated students representatives monitors for the fulfillment of the stated mission. 

The designations  with chairman committee  have appropriate accountability autonomy 

& empowerment. Every program coordinator have generated prospective plan 

document for the institution. 

 Formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of the 

same into the institutional strategic plan  

The various committees and programs have drawn prospective plan and have 

generated SWOT analysis and strategic plan document 

 Interaction with stakeholders 
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The institute makes every effort to interact with various stakeholders’ viz. 

students, parents, alumni and technical entrepreneurs 

 Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis, research 

inputs and consultations with the stakeholders 

The management ensures proper support and involves in policy & planning 

through management reviews and Governing Council meetings which 

incorporates functioning with respect to academic s, administration, examination 

and HR and analyses the outcomes of feedback collected. 

 Reinforcing the culture of excellence 

The internalization of IQAC and benchmark drawn for each committee and 

continuous improvements and this direction reinforces the culture of excellence 

 Champion organizational change 

The institution with its clear vision, mission, Goals and objectives & this system 

with IQAC monitor every critical parameter that affects the quality of the 

product. The efficiency & effectiveness of the system has led us to be the 

champion of organizational change 

6.1.4 What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and evaluate 

policies and plans of the institution for effective implementation and improvement 

from time to time? 

Institution has development Institution policy documents & IQAC policy manual which 

incorporates the varied policies and mechanisms & identified key result areas. The 

guidelines for effective implementation, monitoring and evaluation are clearly depicted  

6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top 

management? 

The top management appoints to the institution a operative head designed as the 

Principal. There is an Administrative Officer , an Accounts Officer, a  Public Relation 

Officer, a Chief Librarian, a Physical Education Director and such others who operate 

systematically and cohesively to realize the target results. 

There are additional duties assigned as Heads of Departments with the identified 

suitable senior faculty members of respective departments. If no senior member of such 

kind is available in a departments. If no senior member of such kind is available in a 
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department, a cluster of such similar departments are ensured to be supervised by a 

Faculty Coordinator. 

This apart, at most every faculty who has put in more than a couple years of service in 

the organization is assigned with a Chairmanship of a committee to supervise and 

implement the identified action plans. 

6.1.6    How does the college groom leadership at various levels? 

The management empowers the Head of the Institution suitably to ensure effective 

functioning that benefits a higher educational institution. Appropriate autonomy is also 

given to function. The Head is made accountable for the output and results of the 

institution. The Head of the Institution is also the face of the College and acts as 

ambassador of the institution. 

The Head of Institution will identify suitable staff members to take up supervision and 

execution of routine tasks. The tasks are assigned based on the capability, suitability 

and attitude of the members so as ensure effective functioning. 

6.1.7 How does the college delegate authority and provide operational autonomy 

to the departments/ units of the institution and work towards decentralized 

governance system? 

 Tasks are assigned through an order or circular or memo or a notice 

 The assigned members are briefed that consecutive deviations in completion or 

execution of the assigned tasks will reflect in their appraisals. 

 Necessary autonomy and empowerment is provide 

 If compliance is missing, the respective members are reprimanded or warned on 

subsequent deviations. 

 Staff are made accountable for the compete execution of the tasks assigned and 

so ensure effective implementation of the same 

 No intervention once assigned 

 The members can revert back to the assigner about any doubts or clarification to 

execute the assigned tasks. 

 A chance given if delay or incompletion on genuine grounds 
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6.1.8 Does the college promote a culture of participative management? If ‘ yes’, 

indicate the levels of participative management. 

The college promotes participative management. The stakeholder and institution 

partnership for quality excellence is visible through, students representation on 

partnership for quality excellence is visible through, student representation on these 

committees, feedback from alumni, industry, parents & academic peers ensures 

participative decision making. 

6.2 Strategy Development and Deployment 

6.2.1 Does the Institution have a formally stated quality policy? How is it 

developed, driven, deployed and reviewed? 

Though the quality policy of the institution is not formally stated, it is reflected in the 

procedures and practices towards quality enhancement and measures by the 

management, staff and students. 

The institution has realized the need to frame such a formal statement of quality policy 

and is in the process of planning towards the same. 

Development of Quality Policy:  

However, the quality policy is developed by a innovative think consisting of 

management representative, a Governing council member faculty, the Head of the 

institution and representation from Administration and Accounts sections. 

The policies on quality thus evolved are on the following areas: 

Teacher Quality: in terms of pre-recruit qualification, their academic elevation, 

passion for the assignment, earlier credentials in that direction and their academic 

leadership. This is ensured by the College encouraging the teachers to take up training, 

additional certification Programs. 

Quality of Intake: The College policy is not fall back on creamy layer of the 

meritorious students. The institution holds to the practice of giving seats to the average 

and even below- average students from cross sections of the aspirants. The Practices are 

such that by the end of the respective course, the students’ academic performance will 
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be elevated to an appreciating extent and should leave the institution on a satisfactory 

note. 

6.2.2 Does the Institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give the 

aspects considered for inclusion in the plan. 

All the program coordinators framed PPD for their program for 5 years period and these 

are consolidated to prepare PPD for the institution. The institution also developed 

annual quality assurance report. The aspects considered for the inclusion in the plan fall 

under the following categories. Curricular aspects, teaching and learning evaluation, 

research consultancy extension, infrastructure  and learning resources, governance and 

leadership & inclusive practices. The PPD for the programs & institution and AQAR 

will be submitted during the visit. 

6.2.3 Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making 

processes. 

The IQAC flowchart clearly describes the decision making in structured process for 

each Key result areas at institutional level. A committee is accountable which after 

interacting among the member including students member proposes the decision with 

necessary recommendations to the concerned Chairman. The chairman after evaluating 

submits the same to IQAC the decision will be approved for implementation. 

6.2.4    Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the 

institution  for each of the following 

  Teaching & learning 

To internalize and strengthen the feedback mechanism on teachers performance 

continue & intensify the faculty development activities incorporating  seminars, 

symposium, attending  conferences  and utilizing ICT facilities to continuously 

improve the teachers quality. 

To  assess and identify areas for improvement in teachers quality to rigidly follow 

self performance appraisal & organizational climate analysis. 

To intensify students performance including regularity in attendance, participation 

in academic activities, identifying the underperformers, & regular   university & 
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Internal Exams.  To   improve the self  learning  mode facilities in the library 

including   ICT &    internet facilities. 

 Community engagement  

The institution has designated extension officer who plans coordinates & 

implement the extension activities. The institution   maintains active 

participation & interaction with community for general services viz.  Blood 

donation, environmental protection, plantation, Intensive efforts are made by the 

institution to integrate the cross cutting issues by interacting with NGO’s 

 Human resources management  

A chairman is appointed who focuses on quality of   improvement in both 

faculty & students in their performance. The chairman evaluates the number and 

quality of teacher requirement as per the regulatory guidelines and initiates the 

appropriate actions needed. The objective is to maintain the required number of 

qualified competent faculty. 

 Industry interaction 

All  the program makes every effort to maintain effective industry interaction 

through students  projects and IT tours. 

6.2.5 How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate information ( 

from feedback and  personal contacts etc.) is available for the top management 

and the stakeholders, to review the activities of the institution? 

The Governing council reviews the performance of the institution under following 

Heads. The institution prepares AQAR reports which contain appropriate and adequate 

information about the institution. Stakeholders are the part of the team that generates 

this information. 

6.2.6 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the staff 

in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes? 

The administration is decentralized and the participative decision making is practiced. 

Every faculty is encouraged to participate in one or other Key Result Area events of the 

organization. 

6.2.7 Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the last 

year and the status of implementation of such resolutions. 
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Few of the resolutions are – to establish IQAC, initiate  processes for learner to 

participate in quality issues of the system for continuous improvement. Students charter 

is drawn, vision and mission are redefined and communicated to all concerned. 

6.2.8 Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of 

autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the efforts made by the 

institution in obtaining autonomy? 

Not applicable. 

6.2.9 How does the Institution ensure that grievances / complaints are promptly 

attended to and resolved effectively? Is there a  mechanism  to  analyze  the nature 

of grievances for promoting better stakeholders relationship? 

There is a grievance reddressal committee which clearly draws mechanism and 

procedures to address the grievances related to stakeholders. Students are 

representatives in this committee. 

6.2.10 During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases filed 

by and against the institution? Provide details on the issues and decisions of the 

courts on these? 

No instances of court filed against   the institute. 

6.2.11 Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing students feedback on 

institutional performance?  If  ‘yes’, what was the outcome and response of the 

institution to such an effort? 

The institution collects feedback on  

 Infrastructure feedback 

 Course teaching evaluation 

 Feedback on teachers performance 

 Course feedback 

 Program feedback 

 Library user’s feedback 

All the feedback s are analyzed and outcome of such analysis is communicated to the 

concerned. And appropriate actions initiated for improvement on continues basis. 
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6.3 Faculty Empowerment Strategies 

6.3.1 What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional 

development of its teaching and non- teaching staff?  

 The professional development of faculty teaching and non teaching is through 

seminars, symposiums, training on ICT and such similar activities. 

6.3.2 What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty empowerment 

through training, retraining and motivating the employees for the roles and 

responsibility they perform? 

The professional development of faculty teaching and non- teaching is through 

seminars, symposiums, training on ICT and such similar activities.   

6.3.3 Provide details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to evaluate 

and ensure that information on multiple activities is appropriately captured and 

considered for better appraisal. 

The faculties will have Self appraisal, appraisal by the principal, and the performance 

feedback from the students. 

6.3.4 What is the outcome of the review of the performance appraisal reports by 

the management and the major decisions taken? How are they communicated to 

the appropriate stakeholders? 

After the appraisal the feedback is communicate to the respective stakeholders and the 

principal will have a discussion with the stakeholders for the areas in which they need 

to improve. 

6.3.5 What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non- teaching 

staff? What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the last 

4 years? 

For the teaching faculties we are providing DA, HRA, Gratuity, and PF, ESI                                                          

For  non- teaching we are providing DA, HRA, PF, ESI. Festival advance, Education 

facilities for the employee’s children at concessional rate, facilities for vehicle purchase, 

facilities for higher education for staff. 
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6.3.6  What are the measures taken by the institution for attracting and retaining 

eminent faculty? 

Encourage them for pursuing their Higher Studies, sponsoring the faculties to attend 

various programs, workshops, Higher studies. 

 6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization 

6.4.1 What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of 

available financial resources?     

The financial committee of the institution makes the effective and efficient   utilization 

of the financial resources. 

6.4.2 What are the institutional  mechanism for internal and external audit? 

When was the last audit done and what are the major audit objections?  Provide 

the details  on compliance. 

Internal audit is done by the finance committee and external audit is done by competent 

chartered accountant.  No major observations are made. And all observations are 

complied as on date.  

6.4.3 What are the major sources of institutional receipts/ funding and how is the 

deficit managed? Provided audited income and expenditure statements of 

academic and administrative activities of the prevision four years and the reserve / 

corpus available with institutions, if any. 

The major sources of institutional receipts are students fees so far no deficit budget is 

noticed by the trust. The audited income and expenditure statements of academic and 

administrative activities of the prevision four years and the reserve / corpus available 

with institutions will be provided during peer team visit. 

6.4.4 Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional 

funding and utilization of the same (if any). 

If any additional funds are needed by the institution the same will be managed by the 

trust in self financing way. For events we get sponsors if needed. 

6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS) 
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6.5.4    Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) 

a. Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)?  If 

‘yes’, what is the institutional policy with regard to quality assurance and how has 

it contributed in institutionalizing the quality assurance process? 

Yes, the institution has established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC). 

OBJECTIVE   The primary aim of the IQAC is to develop a system for conscious, 

consistent and catalytic action to improve the academic and administrative performance 

of the institution  

Functions : 

 Developments and application of quality Benchmarks/ parameters, for the 

various academic and administrative activities of the Institution 

 Dissemination of information on the various quality parameters of higher 

education 

 Organization of workshops seminars on quality related themes and promotion of 

quality circles. 

 Documentation of the various programmes/activities leading to quality 

Improvement 

 Preparation of the Annual Quality Assurance Report (AQAR) to be submitted to 

NAAC based on the quality parameters 

IQAC  Shall evolve mechanisms and procedures for 

 Ensuring timely efficient and progressive performance of academic, administrative and 

financial tasks 

 Optimization and integration of modern methods of teaching ,learning and  evaluation  

 Ensuring the adequacy and maintenance and functioning of the support structure 

Benefits 

IQAC will facilitate /contribute 

 To provide a sound basis for decision making to Improve Institutional functioning 

 To the enhancement and Integration among, the various activities of the Institution and 

Institutionalize many good practices 
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 To a heightened level of clarity  and focus In Institutional functioning towards quality 

enhancement and facilities Initialization of the quality culture 

 To act as a change agent  In the Institution better internal communication 

   

b. How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the management/ 

authorities for implementation and how many of them were actually 

implemented? 

Some significant decisions of the IQAC though quantitatively  yet to gain numbers, 

have been considered or approved by the management for implementation. 

c. Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so, mention any 

significant contribution made by them. 

The institution is in the process of Cycle-1 of accreditation and so the IQAC formed by 

the institution consists of only internal members drawn from different constituents of 

the institution appropriately. However, the members of IQAC have been appealed to 

gather inputs from external public from among educational analysts and quality experts 

on quality issues in higher education and good practices. 

d. How do students and contribute to the effective functioning of the IQAC? 

Students are represented on varied committees as members of IQAC, students as well 

alumni give feedback on numerous aspects of educational system. 

e. How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different constituents 

of the institution? 

a. The students are the actual assets of the institution. The ethos of the institution 

and its stakeholders is caught by the students’ community through the faculty and staff. 

The students actively take part in the institutional affairs on most matters. Some of the 

matured students are also put on the various committees of decision making about the 

institutional practices and growth. 

It is the alumni who mostly bring in  students to various courses of the 

institution. They are among either siblings or relatives or their friends. This has been 

true to nearly a third of an intake on an average every year. The head of the institution 
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also conveys the aspirations of the institution to the alumni office bearers and members 

during the meetings of the Alumni Association.  

b. The IQAC conducts monthly meetings on a Saturday and chalks out the short 

term objectives to be achieved during the consecutive month period. The same is  

generated into minutes and communicated to the staff from different constituents of the 

institution by giving deadlines based on tasks. Compliance path is defined to the various 

committees. The IQAC members will do the follow-ups as required regarding the 

completion of the tasks towards quality enhancement and sustenance. 

6.5.2 Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality assurance of 

the academic and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give details on its 

operationalization. 

 Yes. The framework for quality assurance id through the Internal Quality 

Assurance Cell through its various committees, cells and forums which are empowered 

with autonomy for scrutiny, suggestions, implementations and the necessary follow up 

to enhance the quality in delivering what is required. 

The institutional organization chart depicts the functioning of IQAC and its role in 

sustaining quality. The IQAC functions in accordance with the vision, mission and 

objectives of the organization as started by the management of the institution. 

6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective implementation 

of the Quality assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give details enumerating its impact. 

Yes. The training to staff is in terms of periodic interaction with domain experts, 

educational  luminaries in the form of FDPs , workshops through corrective or remedial 

mechanism .On software usages, end-user training in respective departments are also 

given as per requirements. Sensitization sessions to staff on the grooming, etiquettes 

and mannerisms  are also undertaken frequently. The outcome of the feedback by IQAC 

is duly helping the organization in consolidating the quality measures and aligning the 

same to the goals of the organization. 

Impact:- 

1. Develop skills for effectiveness in delivery of quality educational services 

2. Manage and Utilize the educational resources 
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3. Better the achieving of ‘work –life balance’ 

4. Helped understanding the higher education environment 

5. Sensitized on the needs and concerns of higher education 

6. Changed the perspective from management – centric or teacher- centric  to 

student – centric approach  

7. Imbibe realities of the economic differences between the corporate and 

educational set-ups. 

8. Become alert about the stakeholders and adapt to their changing expectations 

9. Become aware of the parameters of quality, in particular to higher   education. 

Inculcate the value of leadership, teamwork and broader essence education. 

6.5.4 Does the institution undertake Academic audit or other external review of 

the academic provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to improve the 

institutional activities? 

Several committees including the Local Inquiry Committee for continuation of 

Affiliation of the college with  Rani Channamma University makes compulsory annual 

visit to the institution for review of the academic provisions. The order for continuation 

of affiliation  from the University is passed to the institution only upon fulfillment of 

gaps and lacunae in academic provisions- completely or partially and ongoing. 

The review by the committee from affiliating body has motivated the institution to gear 

up to fulfill academic provisions in many ways. The staff welfare measures, the student 

support initiatives, fine-tuning of practices in governance and leadership have all 

augured well for the institutional growth and development. 

6.5.5 How are  the internal quality assurance mechanism aligned with the 

requirements of the relevant external quality assurance agencies/ regulatory 

authorities? 

Since the institution has opened up itself for temporary affiliation till date, regular 

annual visits by external quality assurance body like the Local Inquiry Committee of 

Rani Channamma University makes the institution constantly meet requirements of the 

body. The inputs and observations by the LIC are put forward before the management 

and approved by the Governing Council for effective implementation. 
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The apex body UGC also sends statutory circulars through the affiliated university 

seeking some of the priority information that every recognized educational institution 

will have to keep up to. The same is responded with facts and figures back to the apex 

body. The institution also emulates best ideas drafted by the autonomous body for 

quality check like the NAAC. The Management and the Head of the Institution have 

initiated continuous sensitization about quality practices with the staff members. 

6.5.6  What institutional mechanism are in place to continuously review the 

teaching learning process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of 

operations and outcome? 

The Academic and co-curricular Calendar of the institution is a guiding document for 

teaching-learning activities. Another important mechanism is the time-table that aligns 

the teaching hours for effective implementation. 

Also the monthly meeting of the Head of the Institution with the Heads of different 

Departments, the four Lesson Plan Review meeting annually, the unit tests, the co- 

curricular activities after observing the gaps and needs in the curriculum, the 

assignment and internal assessment modules and many other Continuous internal 

Evaluation mechanism have all ensured the continuous review of teaching- learning 

process. 

6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance polices, 

mechanism and outcomes to the various internal and external stakeholders? 

For Internal Stakeholders:- 

 Through the College by –law 

 The interim documents of nature of works and duties. 

 The orders and circulars with additional assignment of duties to ensure quality 

For external stakeholders 

 The appointment order with indication of nature of duties. 

 Regular communication to the parents about students’ academic, co- curricular 

and behavioral performances 
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Annual communication through application and supportive documents to the LIC of 

Rani Channamma University about fulfilling the observations of its previous report 

requesting the affiliating university for continuation of affiliation. 

  

Annual Report to Rani Channamma University as per requirement with facts and 

figures. Any other relevant information regarding Governance Leadership and 

Management which the college would like to include. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Criterion VII: Innovative Practices 
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Criteria VII: Innovation and Best Practices 

7.1          Environment Consciousness 

7.1.1       Dose the institute conduct a green audit for its campus and facilities? 

The college realizes an estimate of the Green Audit application through various 

activities and measures. The college frequently undertakes plantations. Recently in 

2012 Bharatesh Bca, as Organized Go Green Program in which, the secretary of 

Bharatesh Education Trust Mr. Rajeev Doddanavar and Shri Vinod Doddanavar 

Member of Bharatesh BCA and Principal Mahesh Mardolkar Planted Various Sapling 

of different plant in campus. 

7.1.2    What are the initiatives taken by the college to make the campus eco-

friendly ? 

*   Energy conservation- when not in use, the maintenance department ensure all 

electrical appliances are shut thus power is saved. The class rooms/staff rooms are 

bright with sun light and quite airy, hence minimizing the use of light or fans. 

*   Use of renewable energy/Resource Management 

*   Plantation- Inside campus and close by, plantation and upkeep done 

*   Center for e- waste Management: 

Bharatesh College of Computer Application has established center for ewaste 

Management to undertake the eWaste handling & disposal activity. Ewaste is a major 

concern of hazardous waste generated by many countries having serious problems of 

disposal and India being one among the importer of ewaste. The ewaste team include 

team header who are qualified Microsoft certified professional & the students of BCA 

who have basic knowledge of computer hardware & networking . The team first 

identified the waste materials at various locations and dump them at the centre for 

further check. When it is separated into two categories computer and non computer 

waste material then again it is separated, one which can  be  repaired & reused and the 

other which should be disposed. The student selected in the center are certified and paid 

for the work undertaken by them. 
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The seminars were also organized to make students aware of eco-friendly, topics 

covered in those seminars are :  

1) Electronic waste  

Electronic waste, e-waste, e-scrap, or waste electrical and electronic equipment 

(WEEE) describes discarded electrical or electronic devices. There is a lack of 

consensus as to whether the term should apply to resale, reuse, and refurbishing 

industries, or only to a product that cannot be used for its intended purpose. Informal 

processing of electronic waste in developing countries may cause serious health and 

pollution problems, though these countries are also most likely to reuse and repair 

electronics. 

"Electronic waste" may be defined as discarded computers, office electronic equipment, 

entertainment device electronics, mobile phones, television sets and refrigerators. This 

definition includes used electronics which are destined for reuse, resale, salvage, 

recycling, or disposal. 

All electronic scrap components, such as CRTs, may contain contaminants such as lead, 

cadmium, beryllium, or brominates flame retardants. Even in developed countries 

recycling and disposal of e-waste may involve significant risk to workers and 

communities and great care must be taken to avoid unsafe exposure in recycling 

operations and leaking of materials such as heavy metals from landfills and incinerator 

ashes.  

Plantation 

A plantation is a long, artificially-established forest. 

Without oxygen we cannot live for a moment even. Without oxygen, the animal world 

will  die away. Trees make the oxygen and spreads it in the air. While inhaling air we 

take the oxygen with it into our bodies and live in life. 

Carbon dioxide makes our atmosphere or rather our environment poisonous for us. 

Trees consume this carbon dioxide and thereby makes our environment safe for us. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forest
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Trees also give us many other benefits. We get fruit and flowers from the trees. Trees 

provide us with fuel and timbers. In summer, they bear the scorching rays of the sun 

and give us cool  

shade under them. Trees in our forests draw the rain from the clouds floating in the sky. 

Trees in our forests check the quick flow of rain-water and thereby check the 

occurrence of high flood in our rivers. On the other hand, this slow process of water-

flow gives us good water all throughout the year through streams and streamlets with 

their sweet melodious music. 

Trees conserve our soil. Trees make own land fertile by their fallen leaves. By their 

fallen leaves they make new soil for us. Most of the forest-products are the products 

from the trees in the forests, absentee of trees will cause a lot of harm to us and to our 

life. So the number of trees should be multiplied by the tree-plantation by us. 

We should plant trees near our houses and near our villages for a forestation with a 

view to raising new forests. We should plant trees on the two sides of the roads and 

paths and on the four sides of our corn-fields. We should plant trees on all the vacant 

places in our village on towns where we live, and we should advise all to do so. 

Selection of trees for plantation: 

We should make good selection of trees to be planted, in consideration of the nature of 

land and the kind of climate. Coconut trees grow well in the sea-coasts. Plantain trees 

grow well near the ponds. We should know which place is fit for which tree. To know 

this we should get our soil tested by the experts and plant the kinds of trees accordingly. 

Collection of plants to be planted should be made from the Government nurseries in 

consultation with the experts there. 

Time for tree-plantation: 

Generally, rainy season is the best time for tree-plantation. Most of the tree-plants thrive 

well in rainy season. Still then, we should seek advice from the Government agricultural 

experts about the appropriate time for the plantation of a particular kind of tree. 

After-care: 
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Only planting the trees is not enough. Because, planted trees may be destroyed by 

animals or otherwise, or may die for regular service of water. So we should be 

particular about the after-care of the planted trees. We should be very careful about the 

newly-planted trees. 

Conclusion: 

Trees should be regularly planted to save the mankind and the animal world. Tree 

plantation and its after-care is a pleasing work too. We can get much pleasure in 

planting trees and in taking care of them. Students should plant trees in their college-

compounds and in the front-yards, backyards and side-yards of their colleges and near 

their own houses and in other places wherever possible. They should explain to their 

neighbors the goodness of tree-plantation and encourage them to plant and care new 

trees. 

2) Use of renewable energy/ Resource management 

Renewable energy is energy that comes from resources which are continually 

replenished such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, waves and geothermal heat. About 16% 

of global final energy consumption comes from renewable resources, with 10% of all 

energy from traditional biomass, mainly used for heating, and 3.4% from 

hydroelectricity. New renewable (small hydro, modern biomass, wind, solar, 

geothermal, and biofuels) accounted for another 3% and are growing very rapidly.  The 

share of renewable in electricity generation is around 19%, with 16% of electricity 

coming from hydroelectricity and 3% from new renewable.  

While many renewable energy projects are large-scale, renewable technologies are also 

suited to rural and remote areas, where energy is often crucial in human development.  

As of 2011, small solar PV systems provide electricity to a few million households, and 

micro-hydro configured into mini-grids serves many more. Over 44 million households 

use biogas made in household-scale digesters for lighting and/or cooking, and more 

than 166 million households rely on a new generation of more-efficient biomass cook 

stoves. United Nations  Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has said that renewable energy 

has the ability to lift the poorest nations to new levels of prosperity. Carbon-neutral and 

negative fuels can store and transport renewable energy through existing natural gas 

pipelines and be used with existing transportation infrastructure, displacing fossil fuels, 

and reducing greenhouse gases. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunlight
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tidal_power
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_power
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_resource
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biomass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heating
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroelectricity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_generation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rural
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_development_%28humanity%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biogas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lighting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ban_Ki-moon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon-neutral_fuel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon-neutral_fuel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide_removal
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Climate change and global warming concerns, coupled with high oil prices, peak oil, 

and increasing government support, are driving increasing renewable energy legislation, 

incentives and commercialization. New government spending, regulation and policies 

helped the industry weather the global financial crisis better than many other sectors. 

According to a 2011 projection by the International Energy Agency, solar power 

generators may produce most of the world’s electricity within 50 years, dramatically 

reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases that harm the environment. 

Renewable energy sources, that derive their energy from the sun, either directly or 

indirectly, such as Hydro and wind, are expected to be capable of supplying humanity 

energy for almost another 1 billion years.  

3) CARBON NEUTRALITY 

Carbon Neutral is not a static state but an engaged process… 

DEFINITION: “Being carbon neutral involves calculating your total climate-

damaging carbon emissions, reducing them where possible, and then balancing 

your remaining emissions, often by purchasing a carbon offset.” 

 

Organizations around the world are making pledges to reduce their footprint and go 

carbon neutral. In every case, regardless of country of origin, size or sector, these 

organizations are committing to take three basic steps: 

1) Measure their organization’s footprint by inventorying the greenhouse gas emissions 

generated within a defined boundary of their operations.  

2) Develop targeted goals and strategies for Reducing those emissions. And finally, 

3) Net to zero the remaining annual emissions generated within the defined boundary by 

purchasing Offsets. 

Measure, set targets…… the first step: 

You can’t manage what you can’t count” and since greenhouse gases are a global 

concern, the international community has developed standards for measuring and 

reporting them. The Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol) is the most widely used 

international accounting framework for government and business leaders to understand, 

quantify, and manage their emissions. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_warming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2000s_energy_crisis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peak_oil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy_commercialization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crisis_of_2007%E2%80%9308
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Energy_Agency
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Steps include: 

Define the boundary for your inventory 

Map out the direct (boilers, company planes, cars) and indirect (electricity, travel, etc) 

emissions 

Select base year 

Identify and collect data 

Gather emissions factors for each activity  

Calculate emissions and set targets. 

Second step: Reduce 

There are two categories of emissions generated in the course of conducting business. 

 Direct emissions – Are generated from on-site production or direct combustion of 

fossil fuels through owned facilities, vehicles and equipment. (Direct emissions are 

referred to as Scope 1.) 

Indirect emissions- Are broken down into two categories: 

Scope 2 (electricity consumption) 

Scope 3(other indirect sources).  

 

These referred to in the GHG Protocol were developed in order to avoid future 

double counting. Scope 2 emissions are generated through the consumption of 

electricity (kWh) to light and power offices and operations.  

Scope 3 includes all the other activities that move your organization’s products 

or services to market or the community. This list of indirect emissions includes business 

travel, employee commuting, outsourced activities (shipping, printing) and third party 

produced materials used such as paper and equipment.  

  

4) Energy conservation 

Energy conservation refers to reducing energy through using less of an energy service. 

Energy conservation differs from efficient energy use, which refers to using less energy 

for a constant service. Energy conservation means to reduce the quantity of energy 

that is used for different purposes. This practice may result in increase of financial 

capital, environmental value, national and personal security, and human comfort. For 
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example, driving less is an example of energy conservation. Driving the same amount 

with a higher mileage vehicle is an example of energy efficiency. Energy conservation 

and efficiency are both energy reduction techniques. 

Even though energy conservation reduces energy services, it can result in increased 

financial capital, environmental quality, national security, and personal financial 

security. It is at the top of the sustainable energy hierarchy. 

One of the primary ways to improve energy conservation in buildings is to use an 

energy audit. An energy audit is an inspection and analysis of energy use and flows for 

energy conservation in a building, process or system to reduce the amount of energy 

input into the system without negatively affecting the output(s). This is normally 

accomplished by trained professionals. 

Individuals and organizations that are direct consumers of energy may want to conserve 

energy in order to reduce energy costs and promote economic, political and 

environmental sustainability. Industrial and commercial users may want to increase 

efficiency and thus maximize profit. This reduces the rise in energy costs, and can 

reduce the need for new power plants. 

7.2 Innovations  

7.2.1 Give details of innovations introduced during the last four years which 

have created a positive impact on the functioning of the college.     

Giving more thrust to student participation/ involvement in the institutional activities, 

up gradation of class rooms with Plug-n-play system, e-Server, e-Optics, Data Centre, 

arranging motivational talks from the elite and prominent personalities both from 

academics and industry based persons for personality development and soft skills 

development of students, Certification and add on courses for students and also 

extension activities for community development, hosting ‘Eternus’ an annual national 

level IT Fest , parent-teachers meet and mentoring activities, undertaking renovations 

and up gradation of college campus, display systems for maximum space utilization has 

given better and positive impact in all areas. 

7.3 Best Practices  

7.3.1 Elaborate on any two best practices as per the annexed format (see page .. ) 
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which have contributed to the achievement of the Institutional Objectives and/or 

contributed to the Quality improvement of the core activities of the college. 

1. Hosting yearly intercollegiate fest & professionally managed inter-class fest. 

2. Sending students to inter-collegiate fests & winning top laurels. 

3. Unique teacher & the taught relationship. 

4. Keen involvement of management in academic affairs for reaching out to the 

societal needs. 

5. Unstinted support for sports activities. 

6. Motivating students to undertake summer activities, pre-job trainings & on-field 

challenges. 

7. Continued support for extension activities which has gained laurels from outside 

organizations for the students active involvement & participation. 
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D. Declaration by the head of the constitution 

 

I certify that the data included in this self- study report (SSR) are 

true to the best of my knowledge. 

 

This SSR is prepared by the institution after internal discussion 

and no part thereof has been out sourced. 

 

I am aware that the Peer team will validate the information 

provided in this SSR during the Peer team visit. 

 

 

Signature of the head of 

 

the institution with seal: 

 

Place: 

Date:  
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